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Introduction
The research project upon which this paper is based actually has been
centered upon 17"0 separate though related foci:

the first, la.boratory

analysis conducted by the anthorof the faunal remains collected during
the summer 1m season of evacuations at the Eiden site (33 10 14), a
late Woodlands occupation in Shef:r1eld, Ohio; the second, work with fourteen
of the burials located during that season at that site.

These two areas of

investigation have an underlying relationship, centering upon my interest
in determining the i-llplications of the results of both for attempting a
reconstruction of the probable subsistence patterns of the Eiden people.
The faith:t'ulness of such a reconstruction has been affected in no slight
degree by my inexperience in osteological work -- whether cn aniJ:lal or
human specimens; nevertheless, the process of deriving conclusions from
this research has been both instructio"lal and challenging.
The nature of the research proj ect itself dictates the form of this
paper, which will consist of three major sections.
~

The first two, respec-

r'e..- .

tively, will be discussions of the analysis methods employed and the data
collected through analysis, relating those data to the findings previously
presented by other workers.

Areas of correspondence and deviance will be

remarked upon, where pertinent.
The third section will present

ar~~ments

for interpreting the possible

relationships the faunal and hUlll811 materials have "i th each other, in terms
of their usefulness for drawing inferences about the subsistence strategies
employed during the occupation(s) of Eiden.

Suggestions and predictions

for further work at the Eiden site will also be presented, and it is to be

-uhoped that these, in conjunction with those presented by Ms. Letitia
Shapiro (based upon her analysis of the stratigraphic situation at Eiden,
and of the flint and ceramic artifacts from last summer's excavations),
will be of aid in future excavations and interpretations.

Since descriptions of the history of amateur and professional investigations at Eiden have been so ably presented elsewhere (McKenzie, et al.}
1973; McKenzie and Bla."Ik, 1976}, I will not outline it here; suffice i t
to say that, unless othe,..."ise noted, the comparative materials which will
be discussed in relation to my own findings are based upon the analySis, by
other workers, of materials removed from Eiden between 1959 and 1964 by
J!.• Bungart (of Plvon, Ohio) and of Bungart's field notes.

(Copies of these

notes have been made available to me through the kindness of Donald R. Bier,
.Jr. )
It is perhaps appropriate here to raise a point which will be discussed
later in this paper as w·ell.

ConSiderable limitations are imposed upm a

discussion of my analysis in terms of previous works, for several. factors
which must significantly affect the comparability of these two sets of data
are clearly in evidence.

Sampling biases are certainly present in the

earlier material (C;f.~ Shane; 1973:34), and possibly in the 1977 materials
as well; stratigraphic control is largely absent; in addition, there are the
problems which inevitably arise from secondary (or tertiary) analysis of any
klnd:

one een have no control over what sort of information has been col-

lee-ted or presented by another

worker~

a."ld this can limit the uSef'ulness'

and comparability of that information to one's mm research.

It must be

noted that this by no means implies that the earlier materials or analysis

-iHhere available are ei'ther inadequate or inacourate, but simply that they
are perhaps not as applicable to

m~

own work as I would have liked, a

function only of the different goals of the analyses attempted.
This analysis oan only skim the surface in terms of the available
data, for limitations of time and
most general study.

inex~rience

have prevented all but the

It is my hope that others with more time and training

will be able to analyze the Eiden materials at greater depth now that the
basic inventory and cataloguing work has been completed.

Even gi'/en the

limitations imposed upon such study (which will be discussed 'in Part One
of this paper), a great deal of work can be done beyond that here attempted.

And of course, analysis of materials recovered in the upcoming excavations
:'light be e'f'..hanced by exe.miuation of the material already available.
Processing and
hun&~

remains

a~d

anal~~is

of all faunal and other artifacts, excluding

flotation or radiocarbon samples, was conducted by

Letitia Shapiro and I in the anthropology lab of Oberlin Col:1ege's SoclOa.ogy/
!lnthropology Department.

Materials have been extensively inventoried by lot

!lumber, unit of excavation, level, and date of excavation, and are currently
being stored here at Oberlin.

At some future date they will be placed in

permanent storage by the Lorain County Metropolitan Park District in Elyria.
T"ae 1977 burials will also be in storage there, along with the Bungart, collection.

The artifactual materials have been catalogued and bagged by lot

number, with subdivisions into major groups of flint, ceramics, faunal
remains, and "other" materials (including historical mate,rials)

0

Samp1.e

inventory sheets are included in .II.ppendix I, as are sample inventory sheets
employed for analysis of the 1977 burials.

The latter were designed by

myself, sfter !r.odels provided by Dr. John Lallo •

. .. ..

Part One:

Faunal Remains from 1977 Excavations
at the Eiden Site

-1-

Faunal remains were identified for analysis through a two-step procedure.

For the first, all bones and other faunal elements in each particular

lot (roughly equivalent to one day's excavation of one unit level) were
identified and divided into five major groups:

"Large MSllllllal," "Small

Mammal," "Fish," "Bird," and "Shell" (the latter ca.tegory subsumes all
mollusca, including gastropods).

Cases of elements which could hot~e

clearly allocated to one of these categories were few, and in most cases
a later comparison with similar material -- or exposnre to a now-morepracticed eye -- allowed identification of such mate·rials.

It should be

noted here that the dichotomy "Large" vs. "Small Hatnr.lal" is an entirely subjectIve cne, &'"ld for all intents and purposes the latter group subsumes the
identified mammalian species with the exception of white-tailed deer
(Odocoileus virgienicua) and vapiti (Ce~ canadensis).
Elements were catalogued on lot inventoT'J sheets (see Appendix I) by
these major groups, with total numbers of elements present recorded for
eaqh.

The materials in each major group were then sorted for further iden-

tification, with fragmentary and/or unidentifiable materials recorded as
such (Le., "13 fragments, ·unidentifiable longbone shaft(s)"), and other
elements grouped by common identity as to the part of the body they repre-.,,·'
sented.

This process helped provide a rough estimate of the number of indi-

viduals present in each major group, as well as providing a means of'
checking for sB..'npling bias based on the differential preservation of' specific
elements.

Such differential

preser~ation,

wholly divorced from considera-

tions o~ collecting bias (to be discussed shortly), is clearly present in
the 1977 Eiden collection of faunal remains; a number of factors are involved.

-2-

The first and most obvious consideration is that 01' the intrinsic fragility
of' certain elements in comparison with others, both vithin and betlieen
major groups.

The relative Tobustlcity of large mammalian bones as opposed

to small ones, of' articulal" ends of longbones as opposed to longbone sh!U'ts
which compose the overwhelming majority of indeterminate fragmentary
elements in each category, and of all mammalian bone in relation to bird
bone

~~d

shell, acts to select for probable disproportionate representation

of the former types of elements.

Weathering and shatter efrects take a far

heavier toll on the ,lighter, smaller, and less dense bones of any individual
animal in the archeological record, as veIl as favoring su.bstantially the
preserVation of

ma~malian

elements over those or other vertebrates, especi-

ally birds.
/i,nother factor involved in differential preservation of :fauna is of
course cultural manipulation or various kinds, which will be discussed
somewhat further on, in the body of the text.
Collection bias during the 1977 season was controlled for the most
part by extensive screening of removed earth through 1/4-inch mesh screens.
This procedure could not, of course, totally eliminate a bias toward the
selection of larger elements; nevertheless, it has helped circumvent the
problem of obvious sample bias to some degreeo

Such a sai'npling bias has

clearly affected analysis of the Bu."'gart faunal collection, for as :Shane
has' pointed out (1973:34), the materials in that collection were clearly
representati ve' only of complete or nearly complete bn.'les, and show size and
species bias "to the extent that the bones of small mammals • • •
/'

\

fishes, and &'1lphibians • • • were absent" (34).

>

SD',all

For the 1977 materials it

-3is perhaps safe to assume'tha.t deliberate collection bi as' is mostly or
entirely absent; it should hO'"ever be noted tha.t (1) elements capa.ble of'
slipping through l/4-inch mesh will represent a higher percentage of'
smaller (ruld/or more splintered, fragile) bone, a,'1d thus will affect counts
for all groups except perhaps large mammals, and (2) the collection

ot

materials 1'rom screens was done by volunteer workers almost entirely, who
(like the author, at the onset of' this research) 'lacked the training to
distinguish very small bone from dreck, and there1'ore may have inadvertentl:! selected for larger or more illl!lledia.tely identifi able elements such
I'lS

teeth or otoliths.

Gi ven even these limitations, however, the

1977

materials are fairly extensive end probably reasonably representative of'
the ani_ls actually present in the archeological record of' this site.
The results of this first step in faunal identification are noted
bel~

in Table I, which provides absolute counts of skeletal and other

elements combined for each class.

The percentage of the total represented

by, each group is also noted.

Table

I:

Total Faunal Elements,

by Major Class:

3,562

(8.68%)
(';3.67%)
(26.85';)

572

(4.33'%)

1,152
7,784

Large f.fammal

Small Mammal
Fish
Bird
Shell (including gastropods)

194-

Total

1977

= 13,267

(1. 47:t)

-4A comparison of these fignres with those reported for the Bnngert
collection is in order.

The table below vas constructed with data rrom

Shane (1973:34) on total element counts ror ~~als (without size distinction), rlsh, and bird, &~d from Murphy (1973:45) for shell,

Percen-

tages of the total have been calculated to provide a basis for comparison,
in UglIt of the much smaller (by a factor Of 3.62) srunple represented by
the earlier data.

Table II:

Total Faunal Elements , by Major Class:

Bungart Collection

2,920
444-

!la'1ll1lal

Fish
Bird
Shell

114

183
Total

=

3,661

Before a comparison is made, a point or some probable significance
must be raised.

The 1977 materials were classified by the author:

that

"1

is to say, by a person with no previous experience in zoological osteology.
This inexperience, in conjunction with the high degree of bone shatter in
the total faunal sample, may have contributed heaVily to any noticeable
disparity

be~Jeen

the fig-uresfor the two collections; differentiating

between small mammal bone and rish bone, ror example, proved to be somewhat difficult, especially early in the course of laboratory analysis.
Despite this conSideration, howeVer, I feel a comparative analysis is possible.

('

It is interesting to note that in the later sample, the relative impor-

-5tanca of mammalian materials is moch less than in the earlier sample:
~

67.3~ ~f the total (combined large and small mal"mal) va. 79.7&{o (see
Table II).

Conversely, fish represent a far larger proportion of the

l'YT7 sample (26.85~) than of the Bnngart sample (12.13~); birds, on the
other hand, account for only 1.47% of the later collection -- about half
their proportion for the Bungart materials (3.ll~).

The proportion of

shell represented in both samples is essential;Ly the same, which tends
to support Mtlrphy's argument -that the relatively small nUlllber of mollusCs
and gastropods in the Bungart collection does

~

represent

sa~pling

bias

in collection (1973:45), but an actual absence of shellfish (in any great
quantity) from the diet of the Eiden peoples.

This point. will be d1s-

cussed further on ih this paper.
The mau1ffial and fish percentages, on the other hand, may very well
indicate that selection for the former (more likely to be large and/or
complete bones) occurred during the collection of the earlier sample.

Exami-

nation of data presented by Shane in Table 7-2 (1973:35) reveals that 302 of
the 391 identifiable (as to species) elements classed as fish represent
freshwater drum

(~_plodinotus

grunniens).

Although Shane makes no mention

of the nature of those particular elements, it seems likely that they are,
in large part, otoliths, the compact earbones which are known locally as
"lucky stones."

In the 1977 sample, 1,154 of the elements classed as fish

remains are drum otOliths, representing 32.40% of the fish total (3,562);
the 302 elements identified in the Bungart collection represent 63.o2!f, of
the total.

This figure itself suggests some sort of sample bias, and it

can reasonably be argued that the disproportionate representations of freshwater drum in the two samples most likely stem from collecting bias on

-6E;~ngart's

part, otoliths being preferred (or noted) because of their relative

size and degree of completeness as compared to other fish elements.

If the

32.40% drum figure of the 1977 sample were applied to the Bungart sample, we
would predict a total of 932 fish elements if 302 were drum, rather than a
tot a.l of 444.
The 14.72 point difference in percentage of fish elements between
these two samples is nearly equal in size -- and is opposite in direction -to the point difference between the mammalian percentages in the samples
(12.41), which adds weight to the argument for sampling bias in the Bungart
collection:

if the Bungart fish data were adjusted to the levels suggested

by the 1977 materials, the disparity between the percentages noted for
(

mammal remains would all hut disappear; the proportion represented in the
earlier sample would be 71.06%, only

3.7 points greater than that for 1977.

It seems fairly evident that disparities between the data reported for the
Bungart faunal remains and those for the later sample can be accounted for
by postulating consistent preferential selection for larger and more complete
faunal remains, including (by virtue of their greater sturdiness and resistance to erosion and shatter) mammal bone and drum otoliths, thus substantiating Shane's observations on the probable bias in collection (1973:34).
Unfortunately, this correction is of little help in accounting for the
dispari ty on recorded numbers of bird remains, where even after adjustment
of percentages for the Bungart materials, the proportion of bird elements
in the sample is twice that of the 1977 collection (2.74%, corrected Bungart
data, vs. 1.47%, 1977 data; see Table

r).

Although it might ne possible to

maintain that collection bias is in evidence in the later sa'llple, due to
such factors as those mentioned above, it is far more likely that identifi-

-7cation/classification errors on the part of the author are the major source
of the deviation here.

Given the large number of fragmentarJ materials

classed as "small mamIllal" in particular, it is likely th!.t a significant
part of the disparity here could be accounted for by :r:ecognizing that shatter
fragments of bird bone may have been classed as mammalian remains.

This

question can 'only be resolved vhen and if the materials are examined by someone more familiar vith avian osteology than is the author.
The first step of the classification and id,entification procedure
has thus provided some interesting information both about the 1977 faunal.
remains collection itself, and about its relationship to the earlier Bungart
collection.
(

'l'he second step of the procedure involved further elaboration

of the identification process, aimed at identifying the species present in
the sa'1lple, and the minimum ~number of individual.s per species.

The latter

body of data is of 'particular'importance in analyzing and interpreting the
faunal record at Eiden, or at any archeological site.

A discussion of' the

methods of' determination of' minimum numbers viII follow shortly,

~~d

the

use of such in interpretation and elaboration of faunal data will al.so be
discussed.
Identifications of' faunal. materials as to species proceeded with the
use of drawings of malnmalian and other bones, both cranial and postcranial,
in Cornwall's Bones ~ ~ Archeologist (1964), and of mammalian crania in
Peterson's The Mammals of Eastern Canada (1966).

Drum and other nsh mate-

rials were identified through information provided by Dr. David Brose
(personal communication) and mollusca (including both naiad and gastropod
remains) through'rererence to LaRoque's Pleistocene Mollusca of' Ohio (1967 -

-81970) .
study,

Type skeletons of' most represented species were not available for
~rhich

imposed some limitations upon accurate species designation,

especially f'or the more indeterminate remains; in general, however, the
dravings provided by Cornwall, Peterson and LaRoque were su:fficiently detailed to permit interpretation of most materials.
Recogni tion of' f'ish species was accomplished on the basis of' otoliths,
dorsal spines, and ja. fragments, the latter being especially useful in
identifying the presence of pike (Esox) in the s~~ple.

Although fish scales

are present in the sample in fairly large numbers., they are somewhat

dif'fi~

cult to identif'y as to species; all those identi:fied are cycloid scales,
characteristic of' freshwater species (Casteel

1941'0:557), but no clearly

discernable f'eatures diagnostic of' particular species are reported in the
literat-ure which could make such identif'ications possible.
Identif'ication of mammalian species involved, f'or the most part,
distinguishing diagnostic features of dental and mandibular remains, although for moderate-sized and larger species (such as deer), and some
smaller ones (notably shrew, Sorex cinerius~ and cottontail rabbit, S;rlvilagus f'loridanus),postcranial remains such as scapulae and longbone articular ends were usef'ul indicators.

Bird bone, all remains of which were

greatly f'rBuamented, was identif'ied by its relative lightness, its characteristically "polished" look, and the f'ragile hollow l"mgbones.
impossible to identify the great majority of' bird remains·rby

It proved

~pecies,

both

because of' the unavailability of comparative osteological texts of' an appropriate nature, and because of the nature of' the elemeni;s in the sample.

All

were extremely small, the products of' extensive shatter, and all showed
moderate to heavy weathering eff'ects.

The only exceptions to these comments

-9involve the presence in the sa'llple of worked bird bone beads (see Jl.ppendlx
II:

N524/E498 a~d N525/E532), some of which exhibit ring cuts similar to

those which Shane reports for turkey (Melaegrls gallopavo) ulnae (1973:38);
this would seem to indicate that the beads represent turkey, which is
therefore the only bird species identified here.
Since the most-,Qiagnostic

a.~d

therefore the most reliable means of

species identification involve dentition and mandibular elements, almost
all species listed below in Table III are represented in the 1977
by such elements.

sa~le

'rne minimum number figures are therefore fairly conser-

vative ones, as in most cases postcranial remains which might have been
included in those estimates. were simply not clearly enough identifiable as
to species to the author's inexperienced eye.

This fact accounts for the

inclusion in Appendix II of minimum number counts for "Large Mammal" arii
"Small Mammal" categor1:es, where individuals could be differentiated from
one another by size factors or duplication of particular skeletal element,
but could not be given species classification.
Mandible size and morphology, and specialization of dentition, allowed
for

m8k~y

specific identifications, especially below the family level; in

some cases, however, the fragmentary and/or indeterminate nature of some
such elements prevented identification by species, though probable genus
could be assigned.

This situation most notably obtained for specimens iden-

tifiable as Mustelidae; no less thao ten such individuals could be recognized
in the sB.'Ilple, four of which could be assigned to the genus Hartes (either
marten, ~. wuericana, or fisher, ~~ pennanti), and six to the genus Mustela.

}\.t least one of the latter group seems to indicate Nustela vision (milL"),

-10-

and two others suggest Mustela frenata (long-tailed weasel); identification,
however, is too u.'1certain to warrant actual inclusion of these in the minimum numbers count of Table III.
Table III, therefore, presents the minimum numbers as well as the
common names and taxonomic classifications of those species identified in
the 1977 faunal

co~ection

from Eiden.

Discussions of the importance of·

minimum numbers counts will immediately follow, and will be followed by discussions of the implications and interpretive possibilities of the Eiden
:faunal remains ..

Table III:

M~~als:

Species Identified at Eiden (1977 Sample)

COltnnOn Name·

Species Classification

Wapiti (Elk)

Cervas canadensis

White-tailed Deer

Odocoileus virgianicus

13

Raccoon

Procvn lotor

10

Beaver

Castor

~

4

Skunk

Mephitis mephitis

3

Badger

Taxidea taxus

2

Fisher

Martes 'Pennanti

3

Marten

Martes americana

River Otter
Common Opossum

Min.

9

?

Lutra canadensis
•
_Didelphis marsupialis

1
1
1

Least Weasel

Mllstela rixosa

1

Red Fox

Vulpes v1l1pes

2

#

-11Min. if

Common Na,,,e

Species Classification

Grey Fox

UrQCVOn cinereoargenteus

1

Cottontail Rabbit

Sylvilagus floridanus

3

Common t-lole

ScaloPusaquaticus

1

Common Shrew

Sorex l:i.nerius

3

Eastern Grey Squirrel

Sciurus carolinensus

2

Red Squirrel

Tamiasciurus hudsonicus

2

Eastern Chipmunk

Tamias striatus

4

Meadow Vole

Microtus pennsylvanicns

4

Deer House (? )

Pero~ys~us

Headow Jumping Mouse

4*

6*

manicu1atus

Family:

Mustelidae

Zapus hudsonicus
•
Prob: Martes

Family:

Hustelidae

Prob:

1
1

Hustela

Bird:. Turkey

Melaegris gallopavo

?

3

Flsh: Fresh',o1a.ter D:r..lm

Aplodinotus grunniens

712

Channel Catfish
Pike
Naiads: (Common Hussel)
(Common Clam)
Gastropods: Aquatic:

Ictalurus punctatus

-

Esox

sr ?

37

o

jI.mblema costata
Lasmigona costata

J

Pleuroc~ta_acutum

-

5

-

Fossaria parva sterki!
Amnicota pilsbryi (?)

62

4
1

30

Ca.rrlpeloma decisum

1

Stagnicola reflexa

1

Stagnicola kiTtlandia

20

-12Species Classification

Common Name
Gastropods: Terrestrial

Min.

Anguispira alternata

9

Anguispi:ra,koclU ,

5

Ventridens ligera

1

Stenotrema fraternum

1

Stenotrema leaii

1

Mesodon pennsylvwicus

2

Discus macclintocki

3

Vallonia excentrica

1

Allogona profunda

1

Triodopsis tridentata

1

Guppya stel"kii (?)

2

JL

iT

The first point which must be made in discussing minimum number counts
has been raised elsewhere by Uerpmann (1972: 311):

the "minimum number of

individuals" is by no mea,".S the same thing as the "number of individuals;"
minimum numbers represent only the conservative figure which tallies the
"number of individuals necessary to account for all • • • the skeletal ele. ments • . • of a particular species found in the site" (Shotwell, quoted in
Grayson, 1973:433) •. Thus the minimum number represents neither the number
of potentially utilizable animals represented at a site, nor the number of
tr..ose actually utilized.

In fact, the question mus.t arise as to whether or

not the presence of a species in a faunal assemblage is an indication of
human exploitation, or whether it is indicative of either contempcraneous or

\
post-occupational intrusion.

-13David Hurst Thomas (1971) has addressed this problem, which he calls
"the nagging question of precisely which bones from a site can be attributed
directly to the actions of man [si;:.7" (366).

Intrusion of species can result

from predation by other species, from burrowing activities (especially of
rodents), and from natural mortality of species indigenous to the immediate
area (366).

The problem, ,as Thomas frames it, is to distinguish "cultural"

bone, "those fragments of non-human tooth and osseous material deposited as
a result of human activity" (336), from "natural" bone, deposited by other
means.

To accomplish this distinction, two communities of fauna are identi-

fied, the proximal and distal communities.

The former represents "those ani-

mals living on the depositional site" (366), the latter, those intrusive via
human or other means.

Drawing from the work of Shot;;rell (quoted, pg. 367),

Thomas argues that the proximal faunal comrnuni ty will be :!'epresented by more
complete skeletal remains than other fauna, based upon the "educated speCUlation" that "dietary practices • • • tend to destroy and disperse the bones of' .
£"a_7 prey-specias" (367).

He cautions, however, that determinations of this

sort must be reconsidered at every application to particular sites (367), for
the decision as to whether or not intrusive, exploited faunal remains represent
human rather than other predator activities remains a qualitative, interpretive
one (370).

~Domas

presents a formula for determining an index of the relative

completeness of specimens, the "corrected number of specimens per individual
(eSI)" (367), which is as f.ollows:
(lOO)x(no.
CSI = _
_ _ _ _of
_ specimens)
_ _ _--'-_ _ __
(est~ no~

or elements)x(m!n. no.)

where "minimum number'l is defined as above, "number of specimens u is the

number of "recognizable bones and teeth in the sample," and all species are
"corrected" to a standard of 100 elements per individual (367).

Unf'ortunately,

-14it is somewhat unclear in the text as to whether "number of elements" is
meant to illlply "number of elements of the species in question" or "total
faunal elements present',' (which seems to be what is meant by "number of specimens"), although the former interpretation: seems more likely.
Thomas' formula is noted as a potentially useful test for further
analysis of the Eiden faunal collections; however, application to the analysis
here presented was not attempted, mostly because of time considerations.

It

was also not clear that the species identifications, especially of postcranial materials, were accurate enough to warrant use of this model.

The

method Thomas presents, however, is a fairly simple one, and might profitably
be applied to the Eiden faunal assemblages given a higher degree of control
or expertise in classification.

As Thomas demonstrates (369-370), it is a

method which allows for a standardization of inter-s1 te comparative studies,
eliminating to some degree the factors of observer/analyst bias, and quantifying results rather neatly (see comparative faunal analysis diagrams, 'Thomas
197i1: 369) •
These limitations which prevent the use of a quantitative method of
analYSiS, at least ·for the purposes of the present study, nevertheless do
not entirely eliminate the possibility of distinguishing "cultural" from
"natural" bone in the Eiden assemblage or 1977.

A number of criteria were

used to determine those species and individuals most likely representative
of distal (i.e., intrusive), raunal communities from those indicative of the
proximal community, and these criteria were then applied to interpretation
of minimum number counts; they constitute a set of generalizations, .drawn

(

from examination of these data and from the working models of other authors.
The first assumption made was that all terrestrial gastropods represented in the 1977 faunal assemblage were members of the proximal Eiden community.

-15All told, this group encompasses some 27 individuals (Table III, pg. 12) of

11 species.

The exclusion of this group from the distal/utilized category

was based both upon Murphy's observations for the Bungart collection, in which
he notes no apparent utilization of those gastropods present in the sample

(1973:45; this paper, pg. 5) and upon the relative completeness of the

ele~

ments -- indicative, by Thomas' model, of non-utilization (1971:367).

Perhaps

more important

th~,

the latter point, however, is the observation that the

extremely small sizes of all the represented species would tend to limit their
usefulness as a significant contribution to the Eiden diet, unless they could
be shown to be extensively collected.1Uthough i t can be argued that the
intrinsic fragility of gastropod elements would militate against both preservation and collection, it is not worth<Jhile to argue from ·negative evidence
and assert that they have been subjected to such biases; even the most inte.n_
sive collection of land snails is not likely to have added significantly to
subsistence, and exclusion of these from the "utilized". category should not
cause any substantial problem.

It should be noted, however, that terresttial

and aquatic gastropods alike are particUlarly sensitive to environmental
·factors, and are therefore useful in a reconstruction of the ecoiogical matrix
of a site.

We will examine the specifics of the Eiden gastropod assemblage

at a later point in this discussion.
In a like manner, the small sizes and limited number of individuals
representing species of aquatic gastropods argue against their playing any
significant role in the Eiden subsistence pattern,although fortuitous utilization cannot be ruled out.

The presence of aquatic species in the faunal

assemblage cannot adequately be argued to be the result of natural depoSition,
which '''ould most likely require a process of flooding; on the other hand, the
limited number of individuals represented argues against any deliberate

-16exploita.tion of these species.
tiny species:

The two exceptions both represent extremely

Amnicola pilsbryi, represented by 30 individuals, is only

tentatively identified, ·and the individuals in question may in fact represent
young forms of

L~e ~pecies

Campeloma decisum; they were found inside an indi-

vidual of the latter species.

The other tiny species represented by a rela-

tively large number of specimens (20 --Table III, pg. 11), Stagnicola~
landia,. are of some interest in that they were found

~--

apparently the

remains of a bracelet--- around the right wrist of burial #19TI-9.

Since

this bracelet is the only example of a:n.y "burial goods" associated with the·
19TI burials , it is perhaps a bit rash to dismiss the notion of utilb.ation:
of aquatic gastropods out of hand.

Nevertheless, the contribution of these

individuals to the SUbsistence measures to be discussed could be at best minimally significant, &~d they have thus been excluded from the distal/utilized
categoT'J.
Naiads, represented by common molluscs such as fresbwater mussel a:n.d
clam, have been included in the "utilized" category, as both their size
and the number of individuals represented in: the 1977 collection (62 -.Table III, pg. 11) argue for a significant contribution to the SUbsistence
pattern.

Unfortunately, it was not possible to obtain data indicative either

of the average live weight of these molluscs or of the probable usable meat
per individual, which, as it will be shown below, are the basic items of
·information required to generate estimates of the available meat yield of
any species represented in a faunal assemblage.

As

a consequence, it has

not been possible here to quantify that contribution to the diet which such
molluscs may represent.
discussions below

of'

Therefore, although molluscs will be incl1lded in

the Eiden subsistence pattern, they have not been

inclu~

-17ded in the tables below (IV and V) which present calculations of the relative
contributions of species present to the overall dietary pattern.

As yetano-

ther source of probable error in those calculations, this particular exclusion
can only be viewed. as a necessary evil, though a potentially correctable one
should appropriate inx'ormation become available to future analysis.
All fish individuals and species were assumed to be part of the distal!
utilized category.

Birds, including the somewhat tentatively identified

turkey (Melaegris gallopavo) individuals (3 -- Table III, pg. 11), were excluded from the util:!.zed category because of the highly indeterminate nature
of the elements in the sample, and the fact tm t the one "identified" species
was only identified by extrapolation from Shane's analysis of the Bungart
collection (Shane, 1973: 38 -- see pg. 9 above) ~

Again, this ,exclusion .seemed

necessary, although as with the exclusion of molluscs, it undoubtedly represents
a source of error in the tables below.' (Reasons for assuming this, based upon
arguments and evidence from other works, wl11 be presented below.)
All species found in or near areas of identifiable hearths, and/or in
association with charred bone fragments (see Appendix II), were included in
the distal/utilized category..

Both on the basis of Thomas' "destruction cri-

terion" (1971: 367), and upon observations of' Uerpmann's (1972) that "bone
debris in living areas will consist of small, Inconspicuous fragments" (308),
mammalian skeletal elements exhibiting notable shattering were assumed to
represent cultural vs. natural bone; however, only those minimum numbers of'
identHiable individuals which are listed in Table III were used in calculations of subsistence contributions, yielding (as noted above) relatively con-

(

servative figures.
Several species of small mammals were assumed to be indicative of the
natural proximal faunal community, including most notably the smaller rodents

-13such as mice (deer mouse, peromyscUSmanicU1.atu~; meadow jumping mouse,
Zapus hudsonicus), voles (Microtus pennsylvanicus), and chipmunks (Tsmias
striatus).

On the basis of small individual size and/or limited numbers of

represented individuals,
a feW' other species were also grouped into this
,
proximal category; they include shrew (Sorexcinerius), mole (Scapolus aqu~
ticus), and least weasel {Mustela rixosa}:

None of these species would have·

represented even .Ol~ of the total available meat for the assemblage had
they been included, a final and decisive criterion for their exclusion.

It

should be noted here that inclusion of' a species in the "distal/utilized"
category in no.way implies that the species is (was) not part of' the local
faunal assemblage of' the Eiden region, but rather that characteristics of
the elements representing that species at the site (such as bone shatter or
association with a hearth, as above) tend to indicate exploitation by the
human population.
Obviously there are some .problems with these criteria, especially with
(

"

the latter,

The extent to which the very small mammalian species were iden-

tifiable in the 1977 assemblage was directly related to the relative degree
of' "completeness" of those elements (a function br analyst inexperience), so
that arguments for exclusion Of those species from the distal/utilized cate":
gory which might be based upon specimen completeness would be tautological.
Likewise, in the absence of application of a formula such as Thomas' (1971: 367
-- see above), the inclusion or somC'...hat larger species (such as badger, skunk,
and squirrel), despite low individual counts in some eases (Table III), will
be justifiable only through the somewhat circular argument that these species
e.re represented by less complete specimens than the smallest species.

In

fact, inclusion of those moderate-sized marmnala into the tables below was ultimately based upon this author's assessment of each species in questim as

-19to its "prey value" -- that is, whether or not the hunting or trapping of
that species was likely to be profitable, in terms of the average live weight
of indi'liduals and so on; that asseSSl1'.ent wt!.S, in most cases, supported by
the inclusion of the species in White's list of game animals "large enough
.. to be important food animals" (1953:397; Table 14).
One last point, whcse implications for environmental reconstruction wiU
be discussed at greater length belO'A ,should be raised here.

Ind uded in the

species list (Table III) are two species not now native to regions south of
the Great La..1{es (a possible third, Mustela vision -- mink, is among the ten
specimens of Mustelidse which could not be identified clearly enough; see
Table III, pg. 11).
americ~,a).

These are fisher (Martes pennanti) and marten (Martes

The ranges of both are now restricted to Canada and certain parts

of the Continental Divide in the United States (see maps, Peterson 1966:254,

253).

Peterson (254,258) indicates tlR t the rfmges of both species once

included the southern Erie shore region, however, so that their presence in
the faunal assemblage at Eiden is not actually anomalous.

The small indivi-

dual size of marten, and its representation by only one individual in this
sample, led to its exclusion from the tables below; had it been included, it
would have represented only .oli of the total available meat tally.
Having outlined the process by which species were identified as to prObable contribution to the Eiden subsistence pattern, it is now necessary to
discuss the

mea.~s

were derived.
elaboration.

by which the minimum numbers used in the calculations below

This has been discussed in Part JIJ .above~rpg.)9) ,·,but -needs
And nore to the point, theimpottance),of minimum number counts,

hinted at throughout this discussion, should be made clear." ).

-20The most crucial decision which a faunal analyst must make once
• • • beyond the identification and interpretation of individual
bones and • • • beginning the statistical analysis of • • • data
concerns the choice of the proper unit to use in that manipulation. . . : It is certainly tempting to use the raw data of
faunal ""alysis -- the number of identified specimens per taxon
_.- as the unit of statistical manipulaticn in faunal studies,
and a number of analyses • • • have proceeded on this basis.
Unfortunately, however, the use of the number of identified specimens can be criticized on a number of grounds. First, and most
seriously, one never knows if the units being $0 manipulated • • •
are independent of one another· • • • Secondly, there is little
doubt that the use of numbers of specimens alone, even were that
use not confounded by the problem of interdependence of element""
simply does not provide as much information, and allow as many
inferences, about a body of faunal data as does the use of minimum nlli~bers of individuals (GraJ~on 1973:432).
~ne

interdependence of specimens·(elements) of which Grayson speaks refers

to the fact, of course·, that the skeletal structures ot' animalll normally
involve scores to hundreds of discrete elements, so that, for example,
individual human
Bass, 1971:4-5).

C<Ln

~

be represented by 206 separate osseous elements (see

Assuming preservation of all these elements (and, presumably,

uncommon ignorance on the part of the analyst), use of the "number of specimens" count would grossly overestimate the number of individuals represented;
the consequences for meaningful interpretation of the archeological assemblage
would be significant.
White first proposed the use of minimum number counts id faunal analysis
of archeological sites (1953), although (as Grayson notes) this methodology
was already widely employed as early as 1929 by paleontologists pursuing
other areas of research (1973:453).

His method involved "Siding" sReleil8.l

components for each identified species and using the greater number (Of right
or lert ~lements) as the unit of calculation (1953:397)0

:from the Eiden 1977 analysis:

To use an eXfuuple

if, in a particular hearth area, 13 freslr..later

drum (~. grunniens) otoliths are found, of which 9 are right-sided and 4 left
(I), then the minimum number of individuals would be· 9.

('rhis is a methOd

-21-

uhieh avoids the kind of error that would result in artificially lowering
counts even more should the total number ('13) be divided in half (7 individuals) -- .rnite 1953:397).

There is, of course, room in this methodology

for qualitative analysis; if, in our hypothetical sample, the 4 left otoliths
are all larger than the rights by some significant degree (say, a factor of
2), then :i. t would be justifiable to register this sample as<'representing a
full 13 individuals.

In a like manner,the presence in the sample of five

dorsal spines from drum, unless size differentiation was markedly present,
would indicate only one individual in a minimum number count; if found with
the otoliths above, it would not

~

to the count of

9 individuals, but be

subsumed by that count -- the minimum number of individuals necessary to
account for all 18 skeletal elements (c·f. Shotwell in Thomas 1971: 367).
Minimum number counts are used in faunal analysis in archeology not only
to indicate the number o:f animals represented at a site,which provides a
rough measure of the exploitation of particular species by the population in
question; they are also used, as Grayson notes, as units for the calculation
of B-'lother important measure of subsistence:
the utilization of those animals.

the total meat available through

'rhe means by which such a measure is

derived involve multiplying. the minimum number of each species present by
the average live weight of individuals for that species, and dividing that
:figure by the percent of usable ~ (of the total weight) of ,an animal.

This

is the method presented by iibi te (1953), who derives percentages for usable
meat (per taxon) from analogy with those percentages obtained from modern
domesticated species (397).
\-Ih! te himself discusses some potential sources of error in the use of
such analogy, based on the observation that the presumably less intensive

-22butchering techniques of aboriginal hunterI gatherers render it" doubtful that
the percentage of' usable meat obtained • • • will run as hig.l:t" (397) as
modern estimates.

Nevertheless, he points out, such groups have often been

shown to exhibit highly efficient butchering and utilization techniques, and
the error, if present,. should remain fairly constant over a large ,samp;l;e (397).
On the basis of this argument, the use of

~lhite's

percentages was deemed to

be a reasonably accurate measure of available meat per individual.

For sJ;'ecies

not listed by \-ihite, percentages were calculated according to the guidelines
he presents:
(397).

50% usable for large species, 7!Y{o for smaller mammalian taxa.

Average live weights of individuals for each species not listed by

~~ite were derived from the average live weights given by Peterson (1966);

again, following \v~ite' s guidelines (397) 1 male and female weights were averaged for these tables, as for none of these species did the difference
exceed 3C!f, (White 1953: 397).

"''lite' s data, and those of Shane for fish taxa

(1973: 35 -- unfortunately, Shane provides figures for "usable meat pe". individual," but ~ average Ii ve weights, so those cells of Table

r.f below must

remain empty), have been converted from English Standa,,-d to met".ic weights.
The total meat available (in grams) for each rep".esented species, end the
percentages of each of the total for 1) mammalian taxa imd'2") fish are alsa'
noted.

Table IV: Available Meat, by Species: Eiden, 1977 Faunal Assemblage
W = from Wbite, 1953 (converted to metric equivalent)
P = from Peterson, 1966 (see text): 397-398
S = from Shane, 1972: 35 (converted to metric equivalent)
Species

P.v. Live Weight (gm)

Usable Meat

Min.

#

Total Meat (gm)
and 'to of' 'Eotal

White-Tailed Deer

290,718.74 (W)

145,359.37

13

1,889,671.81 (53.85%)

,'api ti

317,515.60 (w)

158,757.80

9

1,428,820.20 '(1+0. '72%)

Raccoon

10,351.18 (w)

'7,937.89

10

79,378.90 . (2.26%)

Beaver

21.,97 2•60 (w)

17,463.36

4

69,853.44

(1. 99'/0)

Skunk

3,243.20 (W)

2,267.9'7

3

6,803.91

( .19'/0)

Badger

8,107.99 (w)

5,669.92

2

11,339.84

(.34%)

nsher

3,120.72 (p)

1,560.36

3

4,681.08

(.14% )

River Otter

8,107.99 (w)

5,669.92

1

5,669.92

( .16<1;)

Opossum

5,513.44 (w)

3,855.55

1

3,855.55

( .11%)

Red Fox

3,628.74 (w)

1,814.37

2

3,628.75

( .10%)

Grey Fox

4,082.34 (VI)

2,041.17

1

2,041.17

(.06%)

Cottontail Rabbit

1,587.58 (w)

793.79

3

2,381. 37

( .07\0

Grey Squirrel

510.00 (p)

255.00

2

510.00

Red Squirrel

195.00 (p)

97.5

2

195.00

Total Mammal
'.7'

.,

35,909.261 kgm.

( .03%)

I
t\)

w
I

TABlE IV, continued

Species

Av. Live Weight (gm)

Usabl,e Meat

Min. #

1,360.78 (S)

712

'rotal Meat (gm)
. and ,% 'rotal

Freshwater Drum

NA

Channel 'Catfish

NA

1.451.50 (S)

5

7,257.;50 ( .71)

Pike

NA

1,088.62 (S)

37

40 ,278 . ~4 (3.96)

968,8'75.36 (95.32%)'
"-"

Total Fish

= l,016.41a

kgm.

"i'

I

..,.
N
I

-25It should perhaps be noted at this point that several workers (cf. Kuba-

siewicz, 1956, in Uerpmann, 1972:310) suggest that a more useful and accurate
system of

qu&~tifying

be designed:

the available meat represented by a faunal assemblage can

rather than employing simple minimum number counts as suggested by

White, they argue that distinct correlations' exist between total bone weight and
total flesh weight of animals, so that "weighing all the bones of one species
should provide quantitative results ,more directly related to meat weight than
could be obtained by counting the bones" (Uerpmann 1972:310).

In fact, as Uerp-

mann points out,
the proportions o~ species judged by the bone and the meat weights
are Virtually identical. In fact, since the meat weights are hypothetical and only represent a part of the meat consumed on the site
. • • it is possible to ignore their calculation and to use bone
weight proportions directly for determining the contribution of
di~ferent species to the diet of the site occupants (1972: 310).
Uerpmann discusses the problem of variabi l i ty in infraspecies bone density
end weight as a potential source of error in this technique, but argues that
for "pre- or proto-historic" species (and, by extrapolation, wild species),
such variation from "type" will be less marked than in modern domesticated
species (311).

He also notes that attempts to determine animal weights from

"skeletal build" (312) have become more common, and show potential for an even
more exact measure than simple weighing techniques.

Richard Casteel's work on

correlations of' total live weight to simple linear measurements of' skeletal
elements, specifically for fish taxa (1974a), are an exal!!ple of such a method.,
This approach promises a great deal in terms of' improving measurement accuracy
'in faunal analYSis, fer it is conducive to simple sta.'1dardized formulations
potentially applicable to any and all faunal species, and in addition, allows
for a more sensitive adjustment of results which could take into account observable individual size factors.

Because the White method provides only a stan-

dare average "eight for each taxon, large iudividuals and small individuals are

-26lumped together, and valuable information is lost in the process.

Preferential

hunting behavior, for example, which might be exhibited in the archeological
record by clusters of similarly-sized individuals; seasonal variation in food
intake, potentially identifiable by consistent variations in average sizes/
weights of animals collected at specific temporal points; and long term changes
-- such as overall declines in average body size, and therefore, available meat,
which could be interpreted as signs of environmental exhaustion and

overexploi~

tatton -- are all masked by usage of the White method, and are potentially
discernible through such methods as those which Uerpmann discusses (311"312).
Unfortunately, i t proved to be impossible to obtain appropriate sources
which might present bone weight/body weight ratios for the conversion of raw
data of the former kind either into the latter kind or into numbers of individuals.

Comparison of raw bone weights would also require far more accurate

classification of the skeletal elements in the 1977 Eiden sample than was possible in this project, for the fact that the. overwehlming number of elements
were classifiable only as "large"

'IS"

"small" mruJ1111al must have a significant

effect upon prOjections or the importance or each species to the subsistence
pattern.

Comparisons or bone weight totals not controlled:ror difrerential spe-

cies size could ahal considerable error, and it was felt that without a clearer
understanding of the methodology employed in this sort.of analysis it could not
be attempted here.
Grayson (1973) has outlined some criticisms of the use of minimum numbers
analYSiS, mostly focusing upon variation in operationalizing the concept; he
points out that this sort of variation can significantly affect the resultant
numbers used for statistical manipulation, but that this has generated "no set
way of determining the clusters of faunal material within an archeological site

-21'are in turn used to calculate minimum numbers" (433).

He outlines three major

approaches commonly used to derive minimum numbers counts, placing them on a
continuum -- albeit a continuum of three discrete points -- of archeological
distinction in data-g'f'oup!ing (433).

In order to distinguish such clusters

as

he describes, and thus arrive at a usable minimum numbers count,
one can, for instance, use all possible archeological distinctions
••.• bv first dividing the faunal material on the basis of stratigraphic' ~aks, and then secondly subdividing that material on the
basis of the excavation unit in which· it was found. These small
clusters • • • , each representing one vertical unit· cross cut by
a horizontal one, are then used in calculating minimum numbers •
• • • This method of defining 8<'1alytical units • • • , the maximum
distinction method, yields a maximum aCCOll.'1t of minimum numbers of
individuals (1973:433).
The maximum distinction method, although providing the highest degree or "control," has a significa'1t drawback; in utilizing as a basis of minimum numbers
calculation the "totally arbitrary mechanism" of excavation units, it assumes
"that the remains of individual animals will not be distributed across several
of these units" (1973:4-38) -- a rather unrealistic assumption, .to be sure.

If

site excavation techniques such as genuine random sampling are employed, the
8<~sumption

may be reasonably justifiable; this will depend, of course, on the

degree of hcrizontal separation of excavationuni ts:

the closer together such

units are,the more likely it is that horizontal dispersion of skeletal elements
viII affect this assumption negatively.
The second approach takes this factor into account:
If vertical excavation units are not felt to be a proper means of
organizing faunal material into analytic groups, the calculation
of minimum numbers might proceed by examining clusters of faunal
material recovered in single strata or groups of roughly coeval
strata without regcu-u to the excavation unit in which they were
found • • • this procedure will yield minimum numbers which are
less than those determine by the first approach outlined above
(1973:433).

-28It is clear that this approach viII tend to follow normal stratigraphie control
procedures for defining archeological clusters of all varieties of artifacts,
and will be or the greatest usefulness in determining long-term variations in
faunal exploitation, especially as such patterns may relate to dirrerent periods
or human occupation of a site.

Grayson feels this to be the best of the three

methods for determining minimum numbers (438).
The third possible approach Grayson terms the "minimum distinction method"
(434); this approach entails considering all the faunal material rrom a site as
one a.."lalysis cluster, "ignoring both stratigraphic breaks and vertical excavation units" (433).

This method viII result in the levest minimum number counts

or all;

(

pemissible, perhaps, for those sites in which stratigraphy is
totally lacking, calculation or minimum numbers in this rashion
• • • would seem to violate some basic tenets or archeological
methodology vhere stratigraphy is present (1973:434).
As Grayson notes, a considerable amount of information is lost through the
application of such a method (438), rendering the usefulness of the minimum
number counts derived by these means somewhat limited.

Interpretation of data

so generated could be at best tentative, and seriously misleading.

As in so

many endeavors, it seems clear that following the middle way is the best course
for analysis of this kind.
Although the excavation strategy employed at Eiden during the 1977 season
did, in fact, result in fairly videly separated excavatioo un.its for the most
part, it was in those areas of the site in which

contierJ~Js

units were excava-

ted that the greatest densities of faunal materials verefound (2).

The maximum

distinction method was therefore felt to be inappropriate for this analYSis, as
horizontal dispersion of faunal elements was clearly in evidence.

In assessing

these materials, however, the question of the applicability of stratigraphic

distinctions had to be carefully considered.

There are clear indications in the

available recorded data that the integrity of depositional units, whether
natural or cultural, may have been significantly compromised by poor overall
control of vertical excavation.

It is difficult to adequately compare across

excavation units, for the data were often inadequately recorded; in some umts,·
depth measurements for defining levels were not noted in the :field records, and
no standardized methOd o:f de:fining, :for example, the vertical limits Of "level
2" was applied.
These problems of control are certainly most clearly a result of the
difficulties involved in the use of an almost entirely volunteer crew, which
was only moderately stable over time.

Likewise, the extent of site testing.

prior to the 1977 season was severely limited, and no pre-existing system of
strata-definition could be set up to guide unit excavation.

('

Since Letitia

Shapiro will present (under separate cover) proposals :for more adequate stratigraphic control in the upcoming season, based on her analysis of the discermble
st~atigraphy

of the site, I will not pursue this point much :further.

In the

context of this paper, the vertical control problem has immediate applicatiOn
only to the degree that it affects employment of the second analysis method
presented by Grayson (abo.ve).
Becam e Grayson includes "groups

o.f

roughly co.eval strata" with single

strata as appropriate horizontal units for this approach (1973:433), it was
felt that the method could be applied to. this analysis of' the Eiden 1977 faunal
co.llection.

Despite the problems o:f interunit co.mparability noted above, it is

possible to. dif'ferentiate three general levels, roughly consistent thrOtlgrlOut
the site.

In JI.ppendix II, these are listed as "plow zone" (approximately 0 - 30

em), "Levell" (30 - 80 cm), end "Level 2" (below 80 cm) (see Brose 'and. Bier,
19'78: 12-13).

Although considerable problems arise at the boundaries of these

-30levels, in terms of assigning "borderline" materials, it, .."s not found to be
an impossibly unwieldy method of analysis.

The minimum counts noted in Appendix

II are the result of this process; they are condensed, and noted by species, in
Table FI above.
Examination of the information presented in Table IV -- from minimum
numbers of individuals utilizable to total available meat tallies -- reveals
a fairly detailed picture of' the proposal SUbsistence emphases represented in
the archeological record at Eiden.

Discussion ..ill proceed from general-com-

ments through specif'ic observations on this inf'ormation, and then will return
to some of the points noted above ..hich are of particular interest in a reconstruction attempt.
It is clear that signif'icant and deliberate attention to the procurement
of :fish occurred during occupation, for the minimu.'ll number count indicates the
presence of no less than 754 individuals, the overwhebaing majority being
f'reshwater drum.

The degree to which the preponderance of' drUIl! in the sample

reflects actual selective preference for that species is somewhat surprising:
this particnl.'U' fish is considered to be relatively worthless in modern times,
having a disagreeably strong and oily taste (Brose,. personal camnunication).
Setting aside entirely the questio11S of collection bias and analysis error, it
is clear that the preponderance of drum represents some fairly high degree of
utilization; the greatest concentrations of drum elements at the site are

asso~

ciated with areas of charred bone and animal.-remains of other kinds, indicating
some deli berate me&-'1S of exploiting this species.

Of course, the question of

taste is demonstrably culturally relative, so .. e cannot assulne that the Eiden
people found drumfish to be unpleasant, or argue from such an assumption that
this represents a period in which resource scarcity made the consumption of less
preferred foods necessary.

Clearly, there is no selection against drum by

thos~
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i(

\'
fishing:

they were not beingthrovn back as useless parts of a catch.

The high oil content of drum may itself have some bearing on this question,
for it is possible that the species vas exploited (1) specifically because of a
lack of oils in the diet otherwise o'btained, and most specifically as a source
of vita'llins A and D (Chaney and Ross, 1971:206, 221), or (2) as a source or
cooking and/or lamp oil, as were candlefish in the Pacific 'Northwest.. Unf'ortunately for this analysis, neither possibility can be ruled out as unlikely
or· unsupported, for any arguments which could be made on the basis of human
osteological evidence -- specif'ically, any observation of' the presence or absence
of deficiency diseases related to vitamins A or D -- would be complicated by the·
fact that other fish species were also exploited.

On .the basis of' the evidence

in a'1d of i ts eli' , this "''1alysis will assume utilization of freshwater drum as
part of the diet of the human population at Eiden.
Fish account for over one thousand
1977 faunal assemblage.

kilogra.~

of available meat in the

This indicates that exploitation of the fresh",ater

resources of' their local area was one focus for the Eiden people, although com_
parison with the total available ma'llmalian meat count clearly indicates that
such a f'ocus was not as important as land hunting.

Since the fish species

identified do not have seasonal "runs," there is no easy way to determine seasonality from the presence of their elements in this assemblage.

Casteel has

presented arguments for the determination of seasonality from fish scales
(1974b:571-572), but hedges this with cautions involving both climate variables
and age variables which can eff'ect significant changes in a "standard" pattern
of seasonal grovth rings (1974b:575=576).

Both because of the nature of preser=

vation of fish scales at Eiden, and the difficulty (already discussed above) of'
identifying them as to species, it was f'elt that attempts to determine season
of collection from these elements would not be f'raitfnl.

Likewise, seasonality

-32potentially identifiable through
was

a:

gr~~thprogressions

in other skeletal elements

kind of information rendered inaccessible by the unavailability of clear

comparative information.
As was noted above (pg. 5), there seems to be reason to believe that
shellfish did not pl8lf a significant role in the Eiden subsistence pattern,
although they were clearly exploited to some degree.

This supports the argu-

ment that orientation towards the exploitation of water resources was only of
secondary concern to.the Eiden population, and will be of some interest in
discussions below, including some arguments about seasonality from other data
than growth patterns in particular taxa.
l>Iamlnals clearly provided a far larger amount of available meat than fish,
accounting for uearly 36,000 kilograms (Table IV).

Large mammals, specificslly

wapiti and whi te-tailed deer, account for the overwheL'lling propurtion of that
available meat, hardly surprising in light of the size diff'erential between
these two species and those others present in the sample.

Raccoon (Procyn

lotor), the third most important prey species, accounts for signif'icantly less
available meat (only

2.2610),

and the drop-off for all other species -- beaver

(Castor fiber', with 1.99'fo, representing only a mild exception -- is marked.
Clearly, a focus upon exploitation of wapiti and deer is the defining characteristic of the subsistence pattern evidenced here.

Althoug..1-t a fairly broad

range of mcderately-sized mammals is present, they account for so little of
the available meat total that it is perhaps necessary to argue that. utilization
of these species is most profitably viewed-f'rom &~other angle:
sources of pelts (Shane 1973:41).

as primarily

Exploitation of fur-bearing animals is not

exclusive of utilization of those animals as food, of course, but assuming the
primary focus to be upon the f'ormer emphasis seems to be a useful means of inter-

-33preting the 1977 assemblage:
l~J

a broad range of small. fur-bearing mammals, with

representation in terms of individuals for any particular taxon, would tend

to indicate incidental trapping rather than selective hunting.

This interpre-

tat ion is additionall.y supported by the distribution of numbers ofiindividuals
represented:

after raCCoon, beaver, skunk (Mephitis mephitis), fisher (Martes

pennanti), and cottontail. rabbit (Syl.vilagusfl.oridanus) are the most abundant,
and these are all species whose furs have been or continue to be widel.y utilized
in historical times (see Peterson, 1966).

Trapping of fisher, skunk and rabbit

(as well as other terrestrial mammals represented) would require only s·impl.e
traps in wooded areas; otter (Lutra canadensis) and beaver remains indicate
that t:::-aps i'or·these species may have been set at Or near observed dens, possibly in ~~e French Creek Or the Black River (the former, because somewhat
quieter a run of -"Water, is the more 'likely loca.tion).

In order to more clearly demonstrate the subsistence emphases indicated
by the 1977 Eiden faunal assemblage, Table V below has been abstracted from
Table TV.

A number of' alterations have been made, to underscore some points

of this discussion which have been and will be mentioned.
obtain the most conservative figure possible for the

First, in order to

con~ribution

made by l.arge

herbivores. to the Eiden SUbsistence pattern, all wapiti and white-tailed deer
have been grour:ed as "white-tailed deer," and available meat has been c81culated from that perspective.

This procedure also helps to el.iminate any

u~ard

skewing of those totals potentially resulting from misidentification of deer
remains as wapiti; since the basis for making a distinction between the two
species was, as often as
(,

not~

a ma.tter of' observable size di:fferentials bei;'.,.;een

collection elements (again, a problem arising f'rom the author's inexperience in
zoological osteology), some of those individuals identified as wapiti may be mis-

-34classified.

It was felt that the best response to this possibility was, in

Table V, to consider all Cervidae as deer

(£.

virgianicus).

Raccoon and beaver are each noted separately, since they represent approximately 2.0% apiece of the overall total; opossum (Didelphis marsupialis), fisher,
otter, skunk, and badger (Taxidea taxus) were grouped together because they
represent species of a fairly large size, and are all pelt-bearing mammals.
Red fox (Vulpes vulpes) and grey fox (Urocyon cineroargenteus) were grouped
together separate from the latter group.ibecause exploitation :of these two species
seemed even more clearly oriented towards procurement of furs; finally, all
remaining

maw~als

were lumped together.

All three identified

flshtax~'are

noted, to facilitate comparisons.

(N.B.:

Table "V": Total Available Meat, by Major Group,.
For this table, wapiti and white-tailed deer have been
weighted as though all were deer: see text above.)

Cervidae
Raccoon
Beaver

3,197,906.14 gm.
79,378.90 gm.
69,853.44 gm.

Opossum, fisher, otter,

skunk and badger
Red fox and grey fox

32,350.30 gm.

Other mammal
Freshwater drum
Pike
Channel catfish

( .13'1»

3,516.50 gm.

(.08%)

968,875.36 gm.
40,279.12 gm.

(21.9%)
(.91'1»

7,257.50 gm •
. c.

Total:

( .73'1»

5,669.52.gm.

4,40 5,086.78gm.
(4,405.087 kgm.)

( .16%)

( .94%)

(23.06%)

-35The first observation to be made is that the USe of a conservative estimate for the available meat obtainable through exploitation of the Cervidae
represented in the 1977 collection nevertheless indicates a strong emphasis on
this group in the Eiden subsistence pattern:

it accounts for nearly three

quarters of the potentially utilizable meat.

It is clear that, for::all intents

and purposes, the primary focus of Eiden subsistence strategies vas upon intensive hunting of deer (and elk), combined with active fishing and a slight degree
of trapping of small to moderately-sized fur-bearing mammals, especially raccoon
and beaver.

The two latter taxa account for 3.3% of the total available meat;

altogether, smaller ma~als constitute a total of
tence.

4.33% of the overall subsis-

In contrast; fis!> account for nearly a quarter of the total, with the

major part of that quarter represented by only one species (A. grnnniens,
freshvra.t-er drum) ~
Tris puts the subsistence pattern into a much clearer focus than was

possible through simple exarrination of minimum nU.mber counts.'. ,,'hat the faunal
assemblage suggests for the Eiden occupation is a pattern of strong emphasis
upon large herbivores and easily obtainable freshwater fish.

Incidental trap_

ping of other mammalian species is indicated, but is clearly not of great
importa~ce,

fu<fl may in fact represent fortuitous utilization of the meat of

animals primarily exploited for their pelts.

Indeed, even this latter economic

purpose is of markedly ;Little importance, suggesting that it represented little
deliberate effort on the part of the Eiden people.

The diet hera indicated is

a simple one, heavily weighted tovards food resources which may well represent
those easily prepared for storage purposes through techniques of smoking and
rack-drying.

We will discuss the

impli~ations

of this pattern for reconstruc-

tion of the occupation pattern at Eiden shortly.

At this juncture, however, a

point should be raised about non-animal resources which seems especially pertinent.

-36Although at this point in time a
t~~en during the

tho~ough

analysis of flotation samples

1977 season at Eiden has not been completed (that analysis

is being conducted at the Cleveland Museum of Natural History), the excavations thet:lselves made one thing quite clear:

despite the late date (ca. 1490

A'.D. -- McKenzie ;:!~, 1973:84) suggested for the Eiden occupation, there

is no evidence at all for agriculture -- no cultigen remains are found in the
entire 1977 srtlfactual collection.

McKenzie;:!~.

suggest that this places

Eiden into the "Western Lake Erie "l'radition" (1972:83-85), which exhibits just
this sort of subsistence pattern of intensive hunting
or total excl'lsion of agriculture (83).

a~d

fishing to the near

It is not the purpose of this paper

to develop that particular argument, but rather to provide a detailed examination of the faunal evidence available which may prove helpful in reaching conelusions as to that argument's merits.

Clearly, the evidence seems to indicate

support of such a conclusion,but at this point a definitive statement may not
be warranted.

The possibility that more extensive and more carefully controlled

excavation of the Eiden site, such a.s is planned for the 1978 sea.son, might

:JY;

yield floral remains indicative of at least some horticultural activities cannot be entirely ruled out.

In the presence of this cautionary note, however,

it nevertheless seems justifiable to dismiss (for the time being) the sort of
"negative evidence argument" required, and to propose that one may reasonably
predict, based upon the 1977 assemblage data and a knowledge of the general
excavation strategies employed, the following:

future excavation at Eiden is

unlikely to indicate the presence of agriculture at all during the period of
,
i gi na1 occupatlon.
.
(I)
aoor

This prediction is based not only upon the faunal assemblage here d19cussed, but upon interpretation of those data derived from analysis of that
assemblage in terw$ of their seasonal implications for the occupation of the

-37site.

Although it has been pointed out above that the skeletal remains them-

selves could not be employed (by this author) ror determination or site seasonality, other information indirectly indicative of this

~

be derived.

First,

we will discuss the general implications or the rannal evidence ror reconstruction of the Eiden environment, and then proceed to examine some wayl'P in which
the pattern or .subsistence exploitation of those roona indicates seasonal ocrupa.tion or that site.
The raunal assemblage indi.cated ror Eiden is clearly that or a mixedrorest climax community, or or a biotic community exhibiting
characteristics (\iilliams 1936: 43-44).

ve~J

similar

Shane suggests that the Eiden region

is "characterized by a diversity or rloral communities and vegeta.tion zones"
(1972:33), ~~d notes that at the period or earliest European settlement, the
area was mostly mixed ellll-ash swamp forest with extensive surrounding stands
or mixed oak, mixed mesophytic a~d beech rorest (33).
can be

ass~med

That this essential pattern

ror the period or the Eiden occupations will be demonstrated by

discussion or. the raunal collection.

The general structure of that faunal com-

munity supports such a notion; some particular elements add emphasis.
First of all, as has been noted above, the presence or marten

(~.

ameri-

cana) and risher

(!:'!.

for

no longer extend this far south, and both are characteristic

thei~ ra~ges

pennanti) in the Eiden collection is of some' interest,

of somewhat cooler climatic zones than currently affect the Eiden region.

.Both

species are actively arboreal (Peterson 1966:253, 258), and the risher in particular is described by Peterson as rarely prone to venturing out into large open
areas (257).

Both species actively prey upon smaller malnmals, einphibia.'ls,

insects, and have been
257).
diets:

kn~.n

to scavenge carrion of larger animals (1966:253,

Of particular interest here are the species especially common in their
"mice, sl1rews, chipmunks,

c

[jm.iJ

rabbits" (253), and for fishers, "the

-38carrion of' deer 2 ~

•

•

raccoons, otter, and beaver" (257).

clearly indicate an appropriate environment for these
(1) a somewhat cooler climate th>\., now

co~~on ~~d

~JO

The Eiden fauna

species, suggesting

(2) strong presence of mixed

forest communities, capable of supporting a wide variety of mammalian and
o~'1er

speeies.

The total faunal assemblage tends to support this.

The presence of badger (Taxidea taxus) ~'1d skunk, among other species,
requires a modification of the above conclusions, however.

Both are speCies

tending to prefer open grasslands/prairie habitats (Peterson 1966:265, 267),
althou&'1 the latter is fairly flexible in preference and is widely noted in
"semi-open areas of mixed forests" (267).

The presence of skunk and badger in

the 1977 collection indicates that the'site probably was relatively near such
&'1

open grassy area, and/or was in part itself ~'1 open point in a generally

strongly forested area.

However, Peterson notes that badgers may have entered

certain regions "as a result of the clearing of land for agriculture" (26'5),
and this, in conjunction with the deep-burrmTing characteristic of this species,
may be grounds for arguing that the badger remains are a late and intrusive
addition to the Eiden faunal assemblage.
The presence of raccoon, least weasel (which prefers marshy aress and
br'ush meadows (Peterson 1966:242», river otter, and beaver are predictable
from the Eiden environment, regardless of forest cover, for Eiden stands at
the confluence of the Black River and French Creek, appropriate habitats for
these species being inevitably present as a result.

Similarly, the mixed forest

community assumed above, in conjunction with areas of moist-to-swampy meadow,
is the preferred habitat of meadow jumping mice (Zapus hudsonicus) (1966:182),
meadow voles (Microtus pennsylvanicus), (1966: 162), and of course a habitat in
which the ubiquitous deer mice (Peromyscus maniculatus) (1966:143), shrews

-39(Sorex cinerius) (1966:36), 8-'1d Eastern grey squirrels (Sciurus cardinensus)
(1966: 10e) are at home.

(!.

Althoug.h well-drained areas are pref'erred by chipmunks

striatus) (1966:123), moles (~. aquaticus) (1966:54), and other species,

there are clearly areas up away f'rom the water rJDS at Eiden which allow suf'f'icient drainage f'or these taxa to be present -- as indeed they are.
Grey f'ox (~. cineroargenteus), sometimes called a "tree f'ox" because of'
its climbing abilities ("unique among the canids" -- Peterson 1966:211), pref'ers
wooded a.>-eas, especisl1y in or near" rocky-river gorges • • • associated with
lakes or streams" (1966:217).

Red fox

(!.

vu1pes) appears in a wide range of'

habitats, although i t tends to prefer wooded areas (1966:210); the same is·tru.e
o:f cottontail rabbi t (~. florida"1us), which shows pref'erence f'or woodlots and

(

a.ense sbrubbery(1966: 97).

Opossum

(p..

marsupialis) "is most common along

wooded streams and around lakes and swamps" (1966: 29).
the presence of deer (Q. virgianicus) 8..'1d wapiti

(£..

Finally, of course,

canadensis) indicates

wooded areas with areas of' open space rather than very dense closed f'orest,
for both these species tend to prefer such habitats (1966: 321, 324).
The mammalian taxa in the 1977 Eiden assemblage give a good general outline of the probable biotic community characteristic of that site region f'or
the time of aboriginal occupation.

Further evidence is available through ana-

lysis of' gastropod remains in the assemblage, as has been suggested at a number
of points above.

Since these small species are very sensItive to envir.onmental

f'actors, they are an important part of' our reconstructive ef'forts here.

It has

already been argued that those gastropods in the Eiden assemblage need not be
interpreted as part of the subsistence pattern; their importance lies in our

ability to determine additional environmental information from their presence
in the proximal faunal community of the site.

-40The first point that should be made is that all of the species identified
in the 1977 collection are still found in the southern

La~e

Erie region, which

suggests that significant climatic change has probably not occurred since the
deposition of those gastropods at Eiden.

The presence of marten and fisher in

the sample, therefore, may not necessarily provide a good argUment for a much
cooler climate during the aboriginal. occupation of the site; their presently
restricted ranges may be more closely related to deforesta.tion and intenaive
human settlement in the more southern parts of their former territories.
The aquatic gastropods are slightly less revealing than the terrestrial
forms, but nevertheless. are of interest to this discussion.

Three species are

nonnally found in ahallO",(, fairly quiet and· "more or less swampy brooks and
streams" (La..'1oque, 1968:478):
~ pilsbI"'Ji

these are Pleurccera acutum (1968:416), ~

(1968:391), a'1d Fossaria parva sterkii. (1968:478).

decisum, on the other hand, is

It

Ce.mpeloma

generally more abundant in rapid current"

(1968: 374); this latter species woulfl tend to suggest origin in either the
Black River or the French Creek, but the former three would seem to snggest
the presence of a less active run, or a sta'lding body of shallow swampy water
in the Eiden vicinity.

Similarly, the two remaining aquatic forms suggest the

presence of such a body of water:

Stagnicola reflexa. and Stagnicola kirtlandi"

are both found in "small pools or ponds, especially those that dry out in summer, in woods or fields" (1968:450, 448).

These gastropods indicate that the

somewhat marshy meadow areas indicated as the preferred habitats of several of
the mammalia~ taxa (noted above) may have been a significant oharacteristic of
the Eiden area, substantiating the projection for this time period of an open
mixed forest with interspersed wet meadows.
~

number of the terrestrial gastropod forms also suggest this sort of

environlllent.

Discus macclintocki is indicative of "rather wet s1 tuations"

-41(LaRoque 1970: 677) in a general context of a humid forest comrr.unity; ~iesodon
pennsylvanicus is normally found in "wet pasture" areas of wooded stands,
with nearby streams (1970:581).

In fact, the underlying common characteristic

of the habitats for all noted terrestrial gastropod taxa in the Eiden assemblage
is mild to moderate dampness.

Vallonia excentrica is common to "damp protected

places" (1970: 759); Stenotrema leaii, to damp areas near bodies of water (1970:
568); Allogonap"ofunda is found in mostly damp wooded areas (1970:605).

Discus

•

patulus (683), Guppya sterkii (612), and Stenotrema fraternum (570) are all
characteristic of "damp Yood1ands, especially those of deciduous trees" (cf.
1970: 683).

The latter taxon,. along with Trlodopsls tridentata (1970: 588) and

Ansuisnira alternata (672) are favored foods of shrews, noted above as part of
the observed proxireal mam.'!lalian community for Eiden.
alteTIlata 81e both

f'oQ~d

T. :tridentata and A.

near the edges of open areas of deciduous forests

( 570, (71), corr'Jnon habitats for shre",(·ls (se.e a.bove).

A common companion species

ot the latter form is Ventridens ligera (1970: 651), which tends to iILl}abit fallen
logs in areas of' open, damp woodlands (649).

Finally,Anguispira kochi tends'

to prefer damp "bushy &"1d .forested slopes and creek bottoms," and the rotting
ground cover of' climax community :forests (1970: 674).
The gastropods in our assemblage over-"helmingly indicate tta t the Eiden
environment during aboriginal occupation was damp, even swampy, ·with areas
of sta'lding mixed deciduous forest alternating with more open sections.

The

picture that emerges of the Eiden habitat before European settlement -- during
the aboriginal occupation of the region -- is therefore one of an extensive
mixed forest community, with areas of open grassy meadow prone to marshiness
during mnch of the year, and inhabited by a wide variety of a"1imals exploiting
the floral and faunal resources of that environment.

The hUman inhabitants of

the site region concentrated their attentions upOn a rather limited part of the

.42faunal range -- notably on Cervidae and fresh"ater fish.

This emphasis

itself' has some implications indicative of the seasonS represented by human
occupations, as we shall see.
Bruce D. Smith, in his discussion of the exploitation patterns of t1iddle
Nissisippi groups (1974), points out that the general orientations indicated
by those patterns of .emphasis are valuable data "on "hich to base hypotheses

,

concerning seasonality of' exploitation" (281), a."ld although the region he
examines is different from that of the Eiden site, his discussion has 5pplicability to our ()"''{n.

In particular, he suggests that a high degree of' concen-

tration upon the utilization of White-tailed deer, in conjunction "ith significant quanti ties of raccoon and turkey, strongly indicates s1 te occupations
during the late fall and winter sessons (284-285), and high concentrations of
fish indicate alternation of the former pattern "ith a spring/summer exploita.
tion of the same areas (285).

Except for the apparent" absence" of turkey

from the Eiden faunal assemblage, "hat is clearly in evidence for this site
is the kind. of faunal exploitation pattern Smith outlines for Middle

Hissis~

sippian popUlations.
Smith poin"tsout that many of the smaller mammalian species found in
the same habitats as deer, racCOon and turkey "are distributed more evenly
over the landscape during the fall and winter

and are less susceptible

to exploitation" (21)9) than the former three taxa.

All three of these congre-

gate into smaller areas of their annual range during the cold seasons (289),
with a resultant

signi:fic&~t

rise in population density at these times.

As

he notes, this kind of behavior allows for a high yield of utilization for a
relatively low degree of effort during the fall/Winter period (289).

'rhe

Eiden faunal assemblage, particularly of ma'-'lJ11alian species, strongly suggests,
therefore, occupation of the site during the "inter months.

Although Smith's

argument that high concentrations of fish indicate spring

a.~d s~~er

exploita--

tion is based upon the behavior of those species common to the 14issisaippi
(28l), the grea.ter availability and ease of collection of all i'reshwater Hsh
during their spawning seasons and during summer low-water phases would -hold
for the Eiden.<l'egion as well (see 8mi th1974: 281-282).
The 1977 faunal collection from Eiden, with its high concentration of
Cervidae, a fairly large presence of raccoon, and limited numbers of those spe.
cies "hich den and/or disperse during winter, clearly indicates winter occupa.tion of the site.

If Smith's model can be applied to our analysis, the same

model permits interpretation of the high levels of fish remains as indicative
of occupation during the warmer seasons as well.

It seems therefore that the

Eiden site was occupied year-round, by a population which alternated subsistence
emphasis seasonally according to the relative abundance of particular selectively exploited food resourCeS.

Data now available do not permit informed

speculation about the extent of utilization of wild pla"1t materials, although
future investigations may provide more information, particularly if utilization
of acorns -- the primary winter diet of deer, raccoon and turkey (Smitn 1974:
281) --was practiced by the human inhabitants (see Smith 1974:281-282).

No

agricultural activity is in evidence, and I suggest that future archeological
investigation at Eiden will not produce any such evidence.

These obser;ations conclude this discussion of the

a~alysrs

of the

faunal assemblage collected from the Eiden s.i te during excavations in 1977.
Part II of this paper will discuss, somewhat less extensively, the human os teological remains recovered during that season of investigation, with an eye to
1~>I«IItr!ims J>J -rJ#56 ~JJS

~

/J1J77I'.I""a>J-~

);>;~S.

Part Two:

.

(

Eiden Burials

-44During the 1977 SUIllJller season of excavations at Eiden, no less tna.'1fii'teen burials W'ere d.iscovered, thirteen of ",hien were ultimately excavated

and submitted for laboratory anaJ.ysis.
John W. LaJ.lo

OJ'

That a.'1aJ.ysis was undertaken by Dr.

Cleveland State University, and the results of Dr. LaJ.lo·s

work are noted in the 1978 Eiden site report (Brosea.'ld Bier, 1978).

During

Jannar-.i of 1978 I '{as able to examine those skeletal remains, in the physicaJ.
anthropology.labs at CSU, due to Don Bier's intercession and Dr, LaJ.lo·s kind
permission.

The experience proved to be a vaJ.uable exposure to the Pleasures

a.'1d frustrations of archeological osteology, and much of the information to be
discussed in this section is the resl,llt of that work.

This discussion will

outline the methods employed in that anaJ.ysis, present information and data
derived thereby and compare those data with those presented by Blank (1972)
for the Bungart burial collection, a.'"I'l address sone of the implications of the
skeletal materials for interpretation of the Eiden site as a woo le.

Atten-

tion to the interp!"etation of observable pathologies in those materiaJ.s will
provide a somewhat tenuous bridge between this research focus and that of part
I (faunal analysis of the 1977 Eiden collection).
That the 1977 excavations should have uncovered any burials at aJ.l was
a matter of no little astonishment, and this astonishment was only heightened
by the proveniences of the burials in question.

It had been assumed that (1.)

Bungart's explorations of Eiden had resulted in the removal of all burials
from the site. and (2) the southeastern area of the site was totally disturbed
by those explrations, with little (if any) of the cnltural materiaJ.s of that
area rerraining in situ-o

These aqsumptions 'Were ba.sed upon reconstructions,

.from his field notes, of the extent of Bungart's investigations (McKenzie et

!:l: . . ,. 1972: 4.-7)

<>

Those reconstructions ~an:1ot be faulted, :for the original

field notes -- especially the earlier set (ca. 1955-1958; McKenzie, ~ al.,
1972:1) -- employ a somewhat unrefined reporting technique (1972:4); the
so=ce of error may perhaps be'attrl:butable to a misunderstanding of the points
of reference employed by Bungart in his reports.

In

&~y

case, not only did

the excavations of 1977 clearly indicate that Bungart's investigaticns did not
extend as far to the west (along the southern edge of the site, parallel to
the bluff above French Creek) as had been assumed, but that he did not eXca'late certain areas' as intensively as his notes seemed to indicate.

It becrune possible, during the 1977 excavations, to identify areaS of
soil admixture indicative oT disturbance; cCJ:.perison of these pits

a~ross

the site (especially along the sO'!:.lthern margin) led to the conclusion that a
characteristic patter!! of topsoil/gravel interfingering in such areas was in-

dicative of excavation by Bttngart-$

Such a!."eas are in evidence in the southern

stratigraphic profile or unit N505/E507 (3 by 4 meters), and in the walls of'
Backhoe Trench #1 and Trench #3.

They suggest that some exploration to the

west did take place, but also seem to indicate that it was of' a limited nature,
neither intensive nor extensive.

It is i:lteresting to note,. for

instanee~

tha.t

the "Bungart pit" noted in N505/;E507 (3 x 4 m.) just narro,fly missed including
burials 1977-9, -13, and -lu, and ,that areas of' disturbance were noted in the
western walls of Backhoe Trench #3 in close proximity to burial 1977-12 (see
Eiden 1977 field notes:

stratigraphic records).

In both irrstances 1 had Bun-

gart actually dug where his notes report, he could no't have missed these
burials; the fact that they remained
did m;'ss the,,".

~ ~

is aclear indication that he

In fact, the 1977 season of excavations has led to the ?-1r.lost

inescapable conclusion that signi:fica.."'1t areas of the Eiden site rer.lain undis-

-46turned, and -the projected 1973 season ";,,1ill derive its impetus and direction

fro!!l tha.t conclusion.

Despite the interpretive problems here noted, the Bungart notes and
D':Jrial collection continue to be a rich source of' information on. the Eiden

population.

Although tre considerations noted above requiredismlssing (un-

fortunately) ~~y specific proveniences for the Bungart burials which are derived
from his field notes, general analysis of the .collectlon, and of such items as
burial types, orienta.tions, and associations, can still be of use here.

He

will discuss the characteris·tics of that. collection, and make some comparisons
between these and those of the burials loca.ted in the course of the 1977 dig.
Bungart's notes iudicate the presence (and removal) of 234 burials in

I,.

the a:rea bvestigated. (McKenzie, ~ al., 1972: 50); the present collection,
however, consists of' only 122 individuals in a good sta.te of" presen·ation.

(Blank 1972: 55), and many of the latter . are coated with va=ish (1972: 55)
a fact which will complicate comparison of this assemblage with that of 1977
(see below).

Of these remaining specimens, 101 could be assigned to categories

of skeletal age (1972: 61) > and 80 could be identi:fied as to sex (19'72: 62).
The methods employed for bo·th these types of enalysis are outlined in Blank's
discussion (1972: 56-62).

Table VI bellow presents the data dert ved by Blank

for gross demography of the Bungart collection, and the female/male percentages
identified.
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Table VI:

Gross Demogra];hy of Eiden Population: Bungart Collection
(From Blank, 1972: 61 -- Ta-oles 10-1 and 10-2)

Age Class

'IF

I!

%

Cum. 'f,

Fetal

2

l.98f1'/o

l.98f1'/o

Infant (0 - 2 yrs)

8

7.920

9·900

Early ChHdhood (2 - 6 yrs)

6

5.941

15.841

(6 - 12 yrs)

5

4.951

20.792

10

9.901

30.693.

1

0.990

31.683

25 - 30

29

28.731

60.396

30 - 35

18

17.822

78.2lS.

~

I

6.931

85.149

5

4.950

90.099

10

9.901

Late Childhood

Young Adult (12 - 20 yrs)
Adult:
20 - 2S years

"

35

40

40- 4-5
Over 45 years

.' Total

=

100.00

101

43 Females (53.75%)
37 Males (46.25%)
Total = 80

Alt.hough the population curve represel).ted by this age distribution is
not a smooth one, and the 20 _ 25 year old mortality is surprisingly low, in
most respects it represents a population much as one would expect:

a fairly

high child mortality rate; a mortality peak during the child-bearing years

-43(althotlgj'l Blank~s a..l1alysis seems to indica.te that the feTale/ma.le mortality

ratio fro'" age 25 - 35 is nearly even:
normal.

1972: 62); the sex ratio is also

It j.s nnfortunate that so much of the inf'ormation available from

Eiden should ha',e been lost '"ith the 202 burials that ha-,e "dropped out" of
the sample; the population curve might very well be significantly biased

,

-,

towards a 'nornal'

appearance by their absence.

Of course, it is equally

likely that inclusion of these materials into B.'lalysis might have smoothed
out Ute curve.

It wiil be shown below tha.t inclusion of the 1977 burials has

no nota.ble effect upon this population curve.
Ana.lysis of Bungartfs field notes led to a number of" conclusions about

typical burial patterns for the Eiden population.
(f
'. \

A typical burial was a

primary extenc.ed interment, with the body oriented east-to-west, head to the

ea.8t; a ver-.f few interments were secondar-,r burials, primarily bundles (lTf2:50).
Only three of the latter t.ype

~"'ere

/N

noted., all of 1?hicn were"multiple burials

(50).
Multiple interments in one burial pit seem rare", '" •
We note.
perhaps seven cases of double burial and one or triple burial.
Three of the double burials included an adult and a young child
(1972: 50).
0

The burial pattern of the culture occupying the Eiden site is
characterized by primarJ, extended interments oriented in an
easterly direction in shallow pits. Occasionally, grave goods
were placed ~lith the dead, but they are neither frequent nor
elaborate (1972:52).
Of the original burial population noted in Bungart' s field notes, only some
/OJ} (of' 234) had some sort of artlfactual association (1972: 51), 34 of these

being individuals decorated with shell beads, pendants, and/or bone beads around
the neck, wrists, or ankles (51).

This latter point -- a relative lack of grave

goods for site burials -- is of interest in as much as the only apparent grave

(
goods associated

~,,;.i th

3J.'1Y of -the 1977 burials is a. -bracelet of' Stagnicola

kirtlandia (see above, Part r) around the right wrist of burial 1977-9 (see
below); the t,w samples are consistent with one another in this respect.

A

detailed examination of the burial pattern in evidence for the 1977 burials
will underscore some of the points made here, as we will see.
Although McKenzie et ~. (in their sun~ary of the information available through Bungart' s notes) note that burial depths "range from surface
to 4.0 feet" '" 0 to 1.219 meters,roean

=

.625 ro.), they provide no informa-

tion about depth clusters (perhaps indicating that they do not exist) "hich
might be helpful for

discussip~

burial episodes.

Since their conclusions from

analysis of the total r&"lge of artifacts and osteological remains is that
"the Eiden site .i5 basically single-component" (1972:81) > it may be reasonable to assume that they found no indications in the Bungart field notes of
any distrfbutians of interments suggestive of temporal

se:paration~

Luckily,'

ho\{e"er, they have provided in the site report the depths of' all Series II
burials (Bungartnotes, 1959 - 1964:

McKenzie, et al., 1972:Append1x

r)

and

a schematic map of those burials which indicates burial types and orientations
(1972:110-111).

Bather than undertake a full reconstrtJ.ction of the burial

patterns of the Bnngart collection, I have chosen to employ part of the information available, to identify "surface" burials in that collection.

The

. reasoning behind this d"ecision will become clear as discussion of the 1977
burials progresses.
Since the map provided is a schematic one, and the authors caution that

it may not be completely accurate (1972:109) -- a caution only underscored by
the proDlem, noted above, of the interpretation of the notes from "hieh burial

-50proveniences were drawn (i.e., Bungart~s field notes) -- it is impossible to

argue strongly that spatial clusters which seem to exist are more than just
artifacts of either excavation bias or reconstruction error (the former is a
rather tempting

h~'1lothesis,

assemblage; see Part I).

given the bias that seems evident in the faunal

This is unfortunate, for such information could be

quite helpful in interpretation of the
bution.

1977 burials and their spatial distri-

It may be possible, with the controlled results of future Eiden

excavations and the stratigraphic information available from the

1977 season,

to more accurately "locate" the Series II burials, making· the derivation of
such da-ta possible (a11d ultimately more useful).
only

(i1.

and

e~~ance
ill.

Retrieval of these data can

interpretation of the Eiden site, both as a coherent whole itself

terms of its relationships to other cites (cf. Blankt s comparisons

with the Libnen burial population,
information were not made

1972:56):

it would be a shame if that

available~

Having outlined some of the characteristics of the Bungart burial collection, this discussion will now turn to the human remains discovered at

Eiden during the

1977 season of excavations. The more geueral characteristics

of that assemblage will be noted first, and compared with those of the earlier
sa.'nple.

The course and methods employed by this author in laboratory analysis

will then be outlined, and data derived from that analysis, along with that
presnted by Lallo

(1978:61-79), will be examined.

Final remarks will be di-

rected towards tl>e interpretation of skeletal pathologies observed, in so far
as they are indicative of nutritional status and/or stress for the Eiden
population.
The first burial encolh"ltered during the

1977 excavations at Eiden was

noted on July 8, in a pit at the northern margin of N505/E508, .60 meters

-51below the suri'ace.

This discovery set the pattern J'or burial excavation

during that season, as the general procedure for recovery of identified
burials resulted in expansion of the "parent unit" in which the interment
was located.

By excavation of successive units in this way, the N505/E507

(3 x 4 meters) superunit (see Appendix III) was created, and it was in this
unit that eleven of the fifteen burials identified during the 1977 excavations were discovered.' The proveniences of those burials

a.~

noted on the

"map" of this superunit ,{hich is included in Appendix III; as can be seen'

--

from that drawing, the tvo burials left in situ (1977-7 and "1977-1.5") 'are
included in this group.
their proveniences:

The reasons why both Were left unexcavated include

removal of 1977-7 ',rould have involved expansion of the

supernnit northvaro -by another mete:r", and to a ~60 meter- depth, a. matter of
co;~siderable

time and sffort that, it "as generally felt, could best be

directed to more pressing problems of si"te -testing- (and, as it later became

clear, an 'undertaking likely to generate yet another buriel discovery).
1977-15 was i:iscovered. on nearly the last day of the season, when the corner
"ells of N507/E50! were being trm<elled do~m for the purpose of clarifying
mapping of their stratigraphy.

Since extension of the season was impossible

at that point in time -- and since 1977-15 was found at a point some

.ff

meters below the surface, with only the top of the frontal bone exposed in
the unit corner -- this burial was also left in place.

Seven fr8.0aments from

1977-7 were available for analysis (as a result of a trowel "test" of the
burial pi-t), mostly mandibular end melar I"ragments; these have been noted on
invento!"'J sheets (see Appendix IV).

The only conclusion these fragments allow

about the nature of the burial Ih977-7 is that an adult is indicated.; age and
sex could not, of course, be detennined.

1977-7"111 therefore (uuless other-

-52wise indicated below) be excluded from ell tables of this discussion (4).
No part of 1977-15 was disturbed, so that burial too has been excluded, for
the mos-:, :part, from this d.iscussion ..

Burials were numbered consecutively in order of their discovery, rather
tha.'1 by their associations with one another.

!As a consequence, burials #1977-

10 through 1977-12 received number deSignations before 1977-13 and -14, although
these 1atter<two;occur in the same grave as 1977-9; they were not identif'ied
until excavation was
,.'hich

WIlS

undert3-~n

to remove the latter burial, the skull of

reveal ed in the stratigraphic profile of' the west wall of' N505/E508.

The reader who finds this confusing will perhaps also be disheartened by the
following observations:

field notes and burial forms for buria:\.s #1977-8, -10,

and -11 are missing from the 1977 field records, either because they were lost
or becanse they -were nev"er actu.ally filled out during

exca.vation~

Since the

proveniences for all three are noted on the (provisional) map for the site
(a copy of which is available for examination in the Oberlin College Anthropology I.an, King 320), I must assmne that those notes have .been misplaced.
som~Nhere

along the' line,

a~d

trust that they will eventually be relocated.

As a consequence of' their loss, however, these three burials can prcvide no
information as to interment depth, type, or orientation.
There is another loss, which is of' a somewhat mare serious nature.

In

the field notes and notes on the burial drawing form for 1977-12, the presence of an inf'ant burial is also noted:

"Infant cranial fragments and long

bone mixed in -- under 3 mo." (see burial notes, burial drS'",ing, 1977-12 (at
asterisk):

Appendix III).

These bones are ~ in the 1977 Eiden human assem-

blage, &"1d can only have been lost durtng the collection process (>Thieh seems
unlikely) or curing the transportation 8.'1d/or preparation of the skeletal

~53-

remains~

Given the

fr~~enta~/

nature of these small specimens, it is pos-

sible that they may have been overlooked, and the possibility that they 1{ere
incorporated into another infant burial (1977~4, 1977-6, or 1977-13) C'd...'1not
be ruled out entirely (although 1977-4 perhaps ~ be, as no cranial fragments
are noted for thatbudal either by John Lalla (1978:68) or by myself (see
inventory sheets, in Appendix IV».

In either case, either the notes are in

error or an individual from the 1977 burial assemblage has been lost
with it, some potentially fascinating information.

_4

and

Further observations on

the possible implications of these losses will be included in the discussions
below.
Deapi te the limitations posed by the problems noted above, there are a

number of points which can be made through the use Qf' the inrorro-ation which
is available.

Depths are recorded for twelve of the burials identified;

interment types can be icenti:fied for most, and orientation of burial :for
at least ten.

1.11 tre burials except the two unexcavated could be aged, and

all of the latter, wi~h the exception of the three infant burials (1977-4,

-6, and -13), could be sexed.
presente~

The results of these analyses will now be

and discussed below&

Depths recorded for the 1977 series of burials were taken from the
ground surface to the top of the skull.

For the multiple burial which

1.ncludes 1977-9, 1977-13 and 1977-14, t1w depths have been recorded; apparently

the placement of the burials into the grave

1977-9 than for 1977-14.
below.

\-las

somewhat, deeper for burial

Both figIlres have been employed in the calculations

Since no depth recordings can be found for burials 1977-8, -10, and

-11, these have been excluded from Table VII.

The 'ourials and depths are

noted in order of increaSing distance fran the. surface, and the mode and

mean depths have be~n noted~

(The two v?..lues given :for the multiple burial~

as noted, have been averaged for the purpose of calcula.ting mean depth.)

Table

VII:

Depths of "urials Located During

1977 Excavations at Eiden

#

Depth

Burial

.25 meters

1977-5, 1977-6

.45

m.

1977-15

. 47

- .52

1977-9, 197 7-13, 1977-14

m*

.60 m.

1977-1, 1977-2; 1977-3, 1977-4; 1977-7

• 67 m.

1977-12
I-lode =

.60 !neters

Mean:::: ~ 5178 m~te!"s

The first t:hing notable in co:nparison of these figures wi.th those (noted

above) for the Bungart Series II burials is the c1early evident vertical Hcom_
preSSion" of the surface-to-burial range in the

1977

assemblage~

all the

latter occur within 70 centimeters of ground surface, with the mode at .60
meters, and. eight of the twelve clustering between

.In m. and .60 m.

For the

Bungart collection, as has been noted above, the range vertically is almost
v"ice this (l. 211 meters), with a mea"! depth value of .625 meters.
that the

Given

1977 burials represent only a small subsample of the Eiden population

total, this difference is perhaps irrelev&"lt; nevertheless, there are some
factors involv2d in. the

1977 excavations that may account for the discrepan-

cies !1oted here.
One factor is that the excavations in 1977, with the exception of the

-55backhoe trenches, reached depths of only about .-' ..
of the area, excavated.

eo)

meter: throughout mos-t

Since some 30 individuals in the. Bunga.!'t Series II.

collectio"l are distributed at depths exceeding -.90 meters (see McKenzie, ~
al., 1972:Appendix I)

the deepest, #79 and #197, are at -1.22 m. -- the

1977 burials lie only in the upper ranges of the total depths distributions.
It is therefore of some interest that the mean values of the two samp:).es are
only about 11 centimeters apart (.625 m. to .5178 m.), as this implies either
that the extremes of the Bungart distributions tend to cancel out one another,
'or that the central tendency of that distribution is so strong as to weaken
the effect of the extremes.
The Bungart sample shows significant clustering at four depth levels:
-.46 meters (30 individuals), -.61 meters (19), -.76 meters (31), and -.91
meters (22)",

There is a somewhat smaller cluster of t1s':.lrfacett burials,

comprised of 12 individuals, at depths from -.30 to -.35 meters below ground
surface.

The 1977 burials cluster around these modal points as well:

.45' - .52 meter range;

,f;'surface!r burials at -.25 meters; four burials in the

five clusterec at -.60 meters below grcund surface.

two

In other words, with

the excep'tion of 1977-12 (which is itself only .07 meters "too low"), all
the burials from the 1977 excavations can be shown to cluster at the same
points, vertically, as the upper burials of Series II.
A factor that should be taken into consideration here (although it seems
to have little overall effect upon the situation as a whole) is that of surface disturbance, particularly during the "post-Bungart" period, at this s1 te,
Mr. Joh;:). Thompson, whose property is coterminous with the Eiden lands (now
owned by the Lorain 'County Metropolitan Park District), and who permUted
excavation on his

m10

land ('by Mr. Bungart), informed us that he himself,

-56helped. grade back the areas that 'Were excavated, with the use of power equipment~

:-Ie has st-at-eo. that the grading may have extended to the west of the

N505/E507 superunit (Thompson 1977:personal communication).

It would be di:f-

ficnlt to argue ",uchoverall signi:fica.'1ce for this factor, although the
slight "decreases" in surface-to-burial depths from the Series II distribution
to the 1977 materials may reflect removal of some small amount of overburden
from the "plow zone."

It seems. more pertinent that the observable differences

fall within the distribution ranges of the population as a whole.

More important, perhaps, for the interpretation o'f the burial distribu.tions (of the 19n burials in particular) is the possibility that the modal
c lus ters ue ha.ve noted abo';le represent burial episodes separated both spatially and

temporally~

Alt}-n:mgh the spacing of' these clusters is consistent,

(
at intervals

%)r""

approximately 15 centimeters -- perhaps indicative of' simpli..

fied recordings of burial depths on Bungart' s part? -- the 1977 materials
seem to suggest that the separation of "surface" burials from thosecclustering
around a dept]1 of approximately -.47 meters (a11d lower) may actual1,w reflect
d1ffe!'ent temporal sequences, (see Brose and Bier, 1978: 10).
assumption may prove

importa..~t

in an argument against the

hypothesis presented by HcKenzie

!:!

tt

Since such

8.'1

single-component lf

al. (1972:81), as has been suggested by

Brose and Bier (10), it is of some interest to this disctwsion to note distinguishing characteristics of those two clusters which may be points of dif-

ferentiation ..
In the Bungart burial Series II,

meters and -.35,meters in depth.

~welve

burials occur between -.30

Five of these are noted on the schematic

map provided by McKenzie et al .. (1972:Appendix II) as !ldisturbed

fl

-burials,

consisting of skulls only; two are' noted as consisting of' Hhwnan bone frag-

-51ments!l (1972: 110).

Of the remaini:lg five, t,'Wo are "bu.rials of children,. for

"{<Thorn. the burial types (i..e., extended, flexed, etc.) are not recorded; the

last three are all extended adult burials, but unfortunately are

~

included

8}!10ng those for whom either age 0:: sex could be determined (Blank 1972: 65;

also McKenzie et al. 1972:J\.ppendix I),

This suggests that the state of

preservation of these burials was not particularly good,

al~hough

it is pos-

sible that post-excavation deterioration had more to dO'.:with this than did
poor preservation

~

situ.

Briefly, the most significant common factor or

all t\Jelve burials seems to be the relatively limited· usefulness of the material for analysis.

Da:nage due to plow distur·bance a'1d leaching in the upper

zone of soil may explain the seven f'r8.gmentary/Hdisturbed lt buria.:Ls; since no
information is presented on the relative state

materials, no

S~rleeping

o~f

preservation of the other

generaliz8:tions can be made on that score.

It is of'

smne i:1.terest that two of the extended adult burials, #132 and #1i..l-7~ are noted
as being of unusual orientations (see nap, McKenzie et al. 1972:after 110)
with respect. to t.he typical east-Hest orie:1tation fo!'" the site (see above):

B-132 is or'iented from· southeast (skull) to northwest, and B-14-7 is oriented
north-south (skull to the north).

'I'he map also seems to indicate orientations

ror the child burials (indicative perhaps or extension?):

B-61 is on the same

sort of southeast-to~northwest (skull to south) angle as B-132; and B-74-,
like B-147, is oriented true north-south, with the skull to the north.

T:~e

remaining adult burial, however, is noted as being oriented in the typical
pattern of east-west orientation with the sKull to the east.
The two burials of the 1977 collection which are "surface" inte=ents
(at a depth of .25 meters) are 1977-5 and 1977-6, which occur together in
one grave (see Appendix III, map of N505/E507 superunit, and burial drB.'"ing).
Irhe orientations of these

t~;o

buria.ls are on an

~eas-t'-w'est

axis, but the skulls

of-bOt.h are to the~.

1977-6 is an ini'ant burial., lying on its right side

and facing south; 1977-5 is an adult female (see discussion below).

It was

difficult to determine, during the uncovering of these burials, whethe,
1977-5 represented a secondary, bundle burial or a flexed burial (presumably
primary).

f..rgaments that the extremely fragmentary nature of the burial was

due to plow &,d/or leaching damage (most likely the former) and that the general
orientation of skeletal elements suggested flexion, were considered; the fact
that the burial association was of a young adult female (see below) \lith an
infant suggested tha.t
be indicated.

11

simultaneous " death of a mother and infant pair- might

On the other nand, the skull of the adult burial (1977-5)

seems to have been disarticulated from the cervical vertebrae,
fra.gm~ntal~Y

~~d

the overall

nature of the burial can be interpreted. as a.."1temortem dlsarticu-

la:tion (bundli,ag) ra.ther than postmol"tem da..'nage.

The deaths of these two

indi vidJlals, whether they were related to one- another or not, may have b-een

temporally separate eno'1.gh to allO"H for secondary lmri8_L treatment of the
adult's skeleton by the time of the child's death.

In either case, 1977-5

and 1977-6 are "surface" burials with orientations anomalous with respect to
the typical pattern noted for Eiden.

Hhen they are compared with the other

tfsur:faC'e!t burials., 1Ve can note the following correspondences.
Of the twelve Series II

fI

surface" burials, seven are fragmentary and/or

"disturbed" burials, consisting of (at most)sk"clll remains; 1977-5 is a
fragmentary and/or disturbed burial, represented by cranial, vertebral, longbone and rib fragments (see Appendix TV, inventory sheets),

Of the :five Series

II burials :for which orientatims can be suggested, four are anomalous \lith
respect to the

typic~.l

Eiden pattern of east-west, skull-to,.the-east burials;

both 1977-5 and 1977-6 are also anomalous with respect to that pattern.

~JO

-59of the Series II burials, a..'1d 19TI-6, are children (this is not, perhaps ..

very surprising)"

rThe three adults in the ·Series II "sux-fe.ce

ll

sample are

all noted as extended burials, however, where 1977-5 is either a primary,
flexed burial or a secondary, bundle burial.

Aside from this last paint, the

correspondences between these two small subgroups of the total Eiden population seem marked.
These points, in combination wIth the vertical separation of these
"surPaee" burials from the next underlying burial elnsters (a separation
which is more pronounced for the 1977 salnple -- 20+ centimeters -- than for
the Series II Bungart burials, where the distance ranges from 16 to 11
meters) J may well indicate that the

!I

cen~i-

surf"a~en burials represent a later time

Whf';t that pa.ttern seems to

peri;:?d.t vi tb a totally di:fferent burial pattern..

be becomes most clear if the burials which are noted as Hframgeotai'yH and/or

Hdisturbed

fr

(including 191'7-5) are interpreted as secondary, probably bundled

interments; if the surface burials are plotted sche!l!atically, t.hey look like this:

Figure II-I:

Schematic Representation of' Eiden "Surface"f Burials

(Dept.hs:

-.25

to -.35 Met.ers)

;
primary interment
C = child
S -- secondary interment
A = adnlt
U = unusual (atypical) orientat.ion

P

(p,u,c)

(r,U,A)

(S,U,A)

(S,A)

(p,u,e)

(r,U,A)

(S,A)

(S,A)

(p,u,e)

(P,A)

(S,A)

(S,A)

I,.,

(S,A)

,,\

\u,"-'

-6b\vhat this seems to suggest is a burial pattern of primary interments"

usually extended (see discussion above) of both aiiults and children, with
subsequent exhumation

~~d

bundling of at least the adults,

a~d

re-interment.

This interpretation, of course, assumes a temporal sequence for which there
is no archeological evidence; the strictest interpretation could only say
that these burials are predominantly secondary and of atypical orientations.
Tne 1977 burials which cluster at the next lower modal point

(-.46

meters), and at the third (approximately _.61 meters -- see above), cOnlprise
three quarters of t.1-Iat subsample.
range (it deviates by only

~ 07

If 1977-12 is included into the latter

meters.t vhich is the sa--ne range -width as that

of t.~e highest and lryJest figures for the second cluster:

1977-15 at -.45

meters, t.o 1977-9 at - .. 52 meters; see above) ~ then half of the burials noted

during tbe 197 7 excavations occur at this level.

Given the limited extent

vertically of the 1977 investigations, it is impossible to draw any conclusions aoout the likely distribution of as;"yet-undiscovered, deeper burials,
but the correspondences of this small subs ample to the depth patterns

o~

the

overall population (1977 plus Bangart Series II burials) suggests that burials are likely to be located at points approximaterJ 15 and 50 centimeters
(respectively) belryJ those discovered in 1977.

Given ..hat is known about

the stratigraphic sequence o~ the N505/E507 superunit, in particular (the
reader is referred to Ms. Shapiro's discussion of the stratigraphic profile
of the Eiden site), this means that burials can be predicted within the yellowish lacustrine gravels which underlie the site.

It has been suggested

(Shapiro, perso~al~ communication) that areas of intrrJ.sion i!.1to that substratum

may represent tiNOhaic occupations of the Eiden Site; there seems, at least, to
be a temporal separation bet"t.Jeen such intrusive features and those of distinct

overlying strata (Brose anil Bier 1978:10, 15, and Appendix II)o
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It seems, therefore, that the depth distributions represent at least
two and possibly three distinct occupational episodes at the Eiden site.
There are obvious limitations upon any conclusive statements that can be made
here:

it must be emphasized that the analysis here presented of the Bungart

Series II burial 'distributions is, at best, tertiarf; in addition, the 1977
burial sample is quite small, and apparently limited to the upper ranges of'
the total depth distributions.

Extensive excavations, such as those plafu"led

for the 19'78 season, should help clarify and test these ,interpretations.
T['e non-surface burials of the 197'7 sample "ere also examined for burial
type, position, and orientation.

fl,s has been noted above, burials 19'77-8,

19'77-10, and 1977-11 cannot be identii'ied in these terms because of' loss of

(f

the appropriate records; it is possible that the extremely fragmentary natures
of a.l1 three "burials-., and especially cf

#"

-:-0

'/
and f11,
are indicative of secon-'

dary, brrndle interments (see in~lentory sheets, t\ppendix IV)"

adult lYurials (see belov)"
cannot

~e

All three are

Burial #1977-7., since it was not excavated,_ also

described in these terms.

Although 1977-15

~as

not excavated, and

burial type and position cannot therefore be determined, the burial was identified by the appearance of the cranium in the northwest corner of unit
NS05/E507 (see map, Appendix III, of N505/E507 superunit); its position
allows us to assume a burial orientation basically on an east-west axis,
with the skull fa.cing south ..
T<HO

burials.

of the burials of this group are identifiably secondary, bundle
Fro," the burial drawing (see Appendix III), it appears that 1977-12

is oriented basically on a north-south axis; the only cranial material present

in that burial, however, is a fragment of the right malar (see inventory sheets~
Appendi:<: LV), and it is clearly impossible to determine the placement of the
slml1 (assuming, of course, that a skull ~interred "ith this burial.,&nd

-62'Was lost to the ever-efficient "oackhoe \>T'hich located it)..

1977-lt~, t~e other

identified bU'ldle, \las oriented east-vest, with the skull slightly to the east
of center (see burial drawing, Appendix III) and facing north.

It should be

noted that both of these bundle burials -- like the probable bundle, 1977-5
-- occur as parts of multiple burials:

1977-12, as we have noted above, vith

a (lost) infant burial described in the notes of its dr~Jing

(R. P. Mensforth:

see Appendix In); and 1977-14 with 1977-9 (a flexed adnlt) and 1977..,13 (a
, .,.,_. . exe
. d 1~
. n~
senn.--,La!n+)
u

0

This latter m>Jltiple burial will be discussed somewhat

more extensively below.
TI~e remaining burials of the 1977 s~nple are 1977-1 through 1977-4,

1977-9 a.nd 1977-13.

These OCC'lr in three graves:

been Intec) with 19'J7-l4; 1977-1 and 1977-2

in

the latter

17,[0

(as has

one grave, a.nd 1977-3 and -4

in a third grave, intrusive into that of 1977-1 and ·2 (see Appendix III,
me.p of superunl t and burial dravings) ..
Burie..l orienta.tion can"Jot be determiL.ed for 1977-4, due both to the
extremely fragmentary nature of the burial: and to the apparent absence of

cranial mater.ials.

1977-4 has been identified as an infant of between z.ero

and three months of age (see discussion of aging methods, below), and because

of its association with a young adult female (see below) --' 1977-3 -- may represent a death occurring at birth, or immediately' postparturition (McKenz.ie
et a10

Note a similar case in the Bungart collection -- 1972:50).

Despite

the fragmentary nature of the burial, the individual burial form completed
in the field (on file, Oberlin College Anthropology Lab) indicates a supine,
semif1exed position (see also Lal10 1978:63).
frurials 1977-1 thrcugh -3, 1)77-9, and 1977-13 are all oriented on an

eas"t·-i..rest axis, ",'"ith their s};:ulls to the eas·t..

angle, but it is not prononnce(J...

1977-3 haa a slight sGutheast

1977-1 and 1977-2 to€:,-ether represent a

single curial event; the for:ner is in a supine, extended position,. and the
latter is flexed,_ lying on the right side.
burial drmdng, appendix III).

Both individuals face south (see

The grave pit which includes burials 1977-3

and -4 is intrusive into that or 1977-1 and -2, and the lC'wer legbones of both
of the latter individuals Were broken ofr &,d displaced by that

Fragments of those bones were found in the second grave

the skull of 1977-3 (see burial dra-wing)o

pit~

intr~sion.

to the north of

There is no question that the in-

ter'l1ents of 1977-1 and 197'7-2 represent a single burial event (rather then two
separate interments in close proximity-)
(

r

J

for the right arm of the former indi-

vid.ual "';las draped over tr.e latte.rt s knees, and the. two crania lie in contact

wI th one ?.nother.

1977-3 is an extenced, supine h"u!"'ial, .facing north; as noted above, it
li.es on a slig...'1t southeast angle ,-r.ith :r-espect to burials 1977-1 and··-2.
infan~

The

burta...l 1977",,4 ,.,as fOund in tl:e region of the lo...rer
.
right 'arm and hip

of 19'1'7-3 (see above).

The feet of the latter are rather oddly positioned,

being flexed into curves 'With the toes. pointip..g towards one another (see
burial drawing, 1'_ppendix III).

~!o pathological indications have been noted

for the bones of the feet of this bui'i al (inventory sheets, Appendix IV),

\-lhich suggests that this flexion is not representative of" any a..-rJ.temortem deformity; it is perhaps likely that the feet were bent so as to rit the body
into its burial pit, but the obvious objection to such

a.'}

interpretatim is

that :flexing the entire body, rather thaYJ.. only the feet, would more elfi'ci-

ently alleviate the problem of a too-sI:!a11 grave..

There is no a\rai1.able

evidence for tre BU!1gart Series II burials which woul'l suggest other -instfu'1.CeS

-64of such foot-flexing.

The remaining two burials for which interment type and orientation
can be determined are 1977-9 and 1977-13.

As has been noted above, these

two individuals occur in a common grave with the bu.,dle burial 1977-14; like
the latter, they lie on an east-west axis.

The skulls of both are to the

east, and both are semiflexed burials -- the knees are bent, and the heels
brought up towards the pelViS, Ur.lt the strong "fetal-position" flexion of',

say, 1977-2 is not present.

1977-3 is an infan:t burial, of about 0--

6 months

in age (see aging methods, belO'",,), and was found held in the arms of 1977-9

against the latter's chest.

The hands bf 1977-9 were curved around the cranium

of the inf'r.:tXlt, and around its right "Wrist were found 20 specimens of th.e aquatic

gastropod Stagnicola kirtlandia; apparently composing a bracelet (see com.rnents
above on t.ee seareity of burial goods for the 1977 sarIl!'le)

0

Burial 1977-9

faces sautn, lying on tne left side; 1977-13 lies on its right side, with the
skull :facing northeast (see burial drawing, Appendix III)o

A number of generalizations cal, be made about the 1977 burials in terms
of burial patterns.

Perhaps the most interesting a.'ld most immediately ob-

vious point is on the proliferation of multiple burials in the sa.mple.

Of

the thirteen burials excavated, only three (1977-'3, -10, &"ld -11) are ~
noted as being parts of multiple burials

~-

and given that all three of these

were located by the backhoe during trenching, and are all extremely fragmentary (see inventory sheets, Appendix IV), i t is possible that only parts of
each burial have actually been removed from the

site~

Further

investigatio~

in the pertinent area.s, d.uring the upcoming season" would clarify the si tuation here.
In any case, the 1977 burials deviate strongly from observations made

-65by McKenzie et ~ of ·the Bungart Series II b'lrialG (as quoted above on
page 48; 1972: SO) on the subject of multiple burials; far from being rare,

they are the norm for this srunple.

It is noted that three out of seven of

the double burials in· the Bungart collection include an adult and a child
(1972: 50); this is

ft.'1

association found in all of the 1977 muUiple burials.

I was able to identify five of these multiple burials through the use of the
data presented by McKenzie ;:!: ~ (1972:Append.lx I -- B-7, -27, -55,
ft.'1il

-279).

-a7,

B-7 is noted at .40 meters oelow grOlh'1d surface, B-2l7 &'1d -279

are at -.76 meters, and B-27 arld -55 at -.91 meters; wide horizontal sepa-.
rations) hm.J'ever, argtle aga.inst any systematic relationships between them.
Further in'J'estigations may cl?-r'ify the situation SOIDet,,"hat, but for the time
beillg it seems that the 1977 burial sa1'nple a.s a 'Whole is somewhat anomalous

{(,

with respec·t to

t~e

general burial pattern of the Eiden stte.,

HavL2t; outlined here those aspects of the Eiden burial population(s)

most directly accessible through simple visual inspection, the discussion
will nO'" turn to the methods employed in laboratory arlalysis of the 1977
burials, and then concentrate more apon interpretation

~,d

synthesis of those

data derived through lah work than upon the data themselves:

since Dr. Lallo's

findings are available in the 1977 site report for Eiden (Brose and Bier,
1978:61-79), and Appendix

rl

of this paper oontains all the written infor-

mation of my own a.,alysis, inclusion of that information in the body of this
paper seems unnecessary, and indeed, rather pointless.

"There pertinent, the

reader will be directed to either (or both) of these sources.
Analysis of each burial bega, with a simple inventory of those skeletal
ele~ents

present, so

tained.

All skeletal elements were sorted, identified, and sided with· the

t~at

the relative completeness of each could be ascer-

\

n'
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use of Bas~~s Ruma~ Osteology (1971), and with ~~erence to articulated
modern skeletons a'1.d. articulated functional "syste:ns

u

(such as an. articulated

hand, foos, pelvis, etc.) available in the Cleveland state University anthropology labs.

They were inventor5,ed on analysis sheets which I designed. from

models provided by Dr. John Lallo; sample sheets are included in Appendix I.
Burials were laid out for inventory

a~d

analysis in an extended supine posi-

tion, both as a visual aid to analysis and to facilitate the identification

of abse::lt end/or supernumera'ry elements; since on at least two occasions bones

"1977-5," for example, was found on

'Were found to be mislabeled

~ first

cervical verte,b:::-a.e (atlas) -- this method was a particularly useful means o:i

avoiding erro-::'s.

Fragmented elements which proved impossib1.e ,to identify

through reference to the mat.erials above were either

ident~ified

by Dr. Lallp

or -yritb tbe hel:p of Micbael Vincent DeSanti, to whom I a'TI gratefully in.debted:
'Iinee graciously gave cf his time and. experience on more than or..e,- occasion,
al thougr: he was busy himself

i4i -:.h

other

work~

Some recoilstructi Ye 1-:ork Vias done on the burials, especially on longbones and cranial material, but this 'fas not

8...."1

important par.-t of the la-oo-

ratory analysis, and, on Dr. Lallo's advice, was limited to that amount of
reconstruction I Iound most useful for adequate identifications.

This was

most often the case where cranial elem.ents 'Here concerned, as several. skulls
were so fragmented that it
or absence

or

Has

difficult to otherwise identify the presence

the different cranial bones.

No suture areas or' epiphyseal

encls were glued together, but some longbone'shafts and pelvic bones were reconstructed..

For

a.~a1ysis

none i-lere glued into pla.ce..

employed in this process.

purpose,. teeth were placed in their sockets, but
Gl:lptal, diluted ",{ith acetone: was the glue
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r.
Skeletal elements

w~re.

not,ed on the inventory sheets for each burial

,,,ith the use of a notatlor! key identifying (1) :r-elative completeness of the

bone, and (2) absence or preSei"lCe of pathologies and/or a'1.omalies (see notation key, beginning of Appendix r,r)j this system was suggested by Dr. Lal1.o.,

who employed it in his oun analyses of the Eiden burial materials (1972: 62).
The state of general preservation of each burial, apart :frolJ'l the· completeness

of the skeleton, was noted; this ranged rather widely from burial to burial,
and was sometimes found to differ between tvo individuals in the same grave_
(cf. 19'77-1 ana ~9T7-2:

see inventor;), sheets).

Thi s latter observation can·_

be explained by differential degrees of intrinsic bone fragility, ej5;pE!cially
as it relates to age; infants and aged individuals tended to exhibit gene-

r\C

rally poorer states of preservation than did younger adults.

In general,

the Eiden soils seem not to ha're a strong negative effect upon bone preser-'
vat-ion; although all "Were mottled and stained to a greater
~ost

were not brittle or badly

of skeletal elements
:pg~ 2;

this.

OCC:J.TS

e~oded~

Of course,

01'

lesser g:egree~

dif~erential

preservation

in :t1ult1an bo!!e as i.{ell as faunal (see dis·cussion,-

P rt I), and art examination of the 1977 burials clearly indicates

The

mo~e

fragmentary

re~ains

of any particular burial tended to

b~

excluded from the inventory sheets, and :for some of the burials this may have
mea:1t recording as

II

absent tl elements which were actually present, but too

difficult. to identify.

CO!1seqr.E ntly, the. apparent completeness values for

so:ue of these burials, as derived from examination of the inventory sheets
in Appendix IV, ShOflld probably be viewed as fairly conservative indications

of their state of completeness aDd/or preservation.
At this )evel of w""1alysis, general indications of patlD logics o:f the

skeletal ele:nents were noted, as were any notable anomalous

chara~ters

which

might be identifiab!.. e as congeni tel characteristic3 (such as mand..ibular

tori, Wormian bones, etc.), but specific identii'ications as to the nature

of the pathological conditions represented were not attempted until a later

stage (see below)..

Hllen the elements had been identified, inventoried, and

laid OU.t for further exa'!linatlo11, t-echniques for determining sex and skele-

tal age "ere employed.

A wide range of materials were utilized for these

determinations, both to cross-check results of any p8J:"ticular a'lalysis method
ana to provide myself the \1idest possible exposure to the possibilities and

the problems of such techniques..

At times, "Then bewildering !!lasses of con-

flicting da. ta were generated, the process became iI:'.mensely frustrating; at
the se..:1!e time, the challenginiS nat,ure of the work !UaC.e success- all the more

I

delightful.

trhis approach helped c,larify some of the diff'icul ties involved

in (Joing osteological &'1alysis in physical antbropology, of which I had a

wide reading z.!!owledge cut no p:ractical e,xperience prior to undertaking this

project.
Criteria for aging 01"' human. skeleta.l remains have been presented by

numerous a~.l"thorsj the major sources employed. in this 8....1'lalysis were Bass (1971),
D; R. Brothwell (Digging Up Bones, 1972), and a set or' notes on various techniques which 'Was compiled by Dr. Lalla for his students t US~ (again; my thanks
to Dr. Lalla for making these materials available to me).
"as particularly user'ul for

identifj~ng

The latter' source

developmental stages of growth in

vertebrae (from IInderson, 1962:

Lalla notes) al1d pubic symphyses (Todd-Lyon

1954; HcKem and Stewart, 1957:

Lalla notes).

Techniques for the latter

will be discussed below at someWhat greater length.
Brotc.well p:resents the basic data :for determing s}:".eleteJ. age from
deg:-ees of epiphyseal fusion of various skeletal elements, identifying the
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[

age ra...'1.ges during which such-, fusion r..ormally occurs (1972: 60, Figure 25).
Bass (1971) presents information and drawings on the developmental stages

of almost all bones of the skeleton; this source proved to be a

particu~arly

valuable one f'or this 'very reason, for it presents easily accessible visua.:!.
criteria f'or interpreting morphological changes related to growth.

In addi..,

tion, the drawings in Bass proved to be a helpful guide in identification of'
skeletal elements 7 such as unfused epiphyseal ends and so on, which other

sources do not describe..

To the inexperienced eye, the unfused .components

of various ekeletal elements are often alien, and difficult to relate to
recognizable adult forms; Bass's preser,tation proved to be a significant help
in overcoming that difficulty_

«(

Detel'rr.ination of skeletal age through analysis of'

deve~opt:lental

stages

of' dentition i,s discussed in both Bass and Broth;.{ell, and. the latter presents-

a diagrammatic representation of those stages (1972: 59~ Figure 24)..

Patterns

of erttptio;J.. of both deciduous and per712a:lent del1.ti tion are among the most im...

portant means of age determination '1hich are commonly employed in osteological
a::talysi.s; given the rela.tively high preferential preservation

rat~s

for man-

dibular and dental elements in the archeological record in general, these
types of analysis are often the most accessible as vell.

Of course, patterns

of development of dentition are most useful f'or sub-adult individualS; for
full development of the'permanent dentition tends to be completed by early
adulthood (but see Brothwell

of' development).

(1972:58)

on populational v2xiations in stages

Once the perma.nent dentition a!'e es-tablished> however, oc-

clusal wear patterns can be examined in

te~illS

or

aging;

Brot~~ell

outlineS

STlCh a method, as 1'1sed on a sample of pre-medieval British burials (l972:69)",

'l'hts method has some notable limitations:

not only will individual variation

-70in at"t.::-itiotl ra.tes OCcUr \-rithin a :particular population, but standards against
',hich to measure progressive occlusal wear will vary significantly from population to population; differences in dietary emphasis and food preparation,
i'or exa"1ple, ;<ill clearly create such variations (Bass 1971: 238-239).

Facto!'s

'Of tnis 'nature., as BaSs· points out, severely"-limit the accuracy of age deter-

minations'.from occlusal attrition patterns,' and the method should not be used
without reference to other aging criteria (Bass 1971: 239).

Brothwell's data

for dental d'?velopme"t were used in the laboratory ac"lalysis of the 19'17 Eiden
burials, and the dentition o:f all adult burials, \lhere: present, were exa'1lined

f'cr attrition.
not felt to be

Because of the limitetJ size of the availaole sarn:?le, it was
~possible

to establish a.:ny standards f';.gainst llhich to compare

individ.ual pa-tternsj 8.3 a conseqrJe:lce, whatever information could be derived
by these means

';;;0.5

seen onl:r as supplementa.l to that acquired

throug;.~

other

t;eehniqucs"
':rh!'O'lgh the kindness of" Ms ~ Clare McJimsey Yarborough: a. student ma.."1ual

-techniques for skeletal id.entification compiled by J. L8J..rrence Angel of

the Smithsonian Instltut.ion "Ias made available to me, after the laborator-.f
a.~alysis

of the 1977 Eiden burials was completed.

This source includes some-

what more detailed information for various types of age and sexdetermina.tions
than in Broth;;ell, especially in terms of sexual variations in rates of skeletal development (cf"~ variations, in age ranges for epiphyseal
females and males; Angel 1977: 5) •

fUG

ion"., between

Although it was nrDt pass ible to directly

apply the methods presented to the burials themselves, a number were applied

to the da.ta recorded
conclusions drawn.

0:::1

burial in\teutory :forms (Appendix r-l) to test the

The obviously lini ted usefulness of such an approach

militates against serious reinterpretations of any such conclusions; on the
other hand, this exe?cise served to undersccEt""e- ,the problems involved in csteo-
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logical analysis, a.1'1d as such
requires

E.

Wa3

a (necess a~y-) reminder that such analysis

broa.d ral'1ge Of approaches -in order to achieve valid results.

As has been noted abo"\le, age determinations can be ma.de on the basis
of examinations of the pubic symphyses; indeed, this technique is perhaps
the most reliable for determining ages of adult skeletons' (Lallo notes:4).
Through a processs much like that of epiphyseal fusion, the symphyseal faces
of the PJbic bones undergo a series of successive changes which begin at
approximately age 18 and follow "a regular meta'llorpbosis" (Bass .1971: 155)
throughout adult life.

The phases of that met&llorphosis weit'e fiit'st identi-

fied by Todd (1920, 1921:

in Bass 1971:155-156), and ait'e such that age esti-

matinns of considerable accuraey can be made by identification or the :phase
of development exhi<bi teo by the 'Ptfbic symphyses of" e partieular ind.i vidual.

Age ranges indicated -by these phases are quite sITcal1:

the first

T~o':lr

phases_

(up to e..ge 26) pinpoint skeletal age 'Wit~in two-year periods, and phases V
th~ough IX (to age 50), ~ithin ranges of only ~ive years (1971:155-156).

Afteit'

age 50". the technique is slightly less specific in usefulness 7 for age deter-

mination from that age orr-ward is depe:J.dent upon progressive Ttdlsfigu-re:nent ti

(19'71:156) rather than upon speci:fic morphological changes.

This latter

limita.tion 7 however, is obviously of' minor significance, given the ov-erwhelming usefulness of the technique --

&~d

for that matter, can be predic-

ted to have little application to most aboriginal burial populations,. in
"hicn individuals 50 or mOit'e years old are likely to be sparsely represented.
The Todd technique has one other limitation, however, 1>rhich is of :far

greater significance:

nIt consistently overestimates the age of individuals

older than 20 years'.' (Lallo notes:4).

Brooks (1955; Lal1o:4),has proposed a

C'orrecti en factor, hO"..,ever, vhich ca.'1 be used to eliminate some of' the error

-72of this technique _

A second

te~hnique

for age determinations fro!:l public

symphyses has been developed by f'\cKem a.."ld Ste,rart (1957; Lallo:4, Bass
1971: 156), which presents a somewhat more complicated method for interpreting
s;ymphyseal developmental changes:
• • • the symphyseal face is divided into three components
dorsal plateau; II: ventral rampart; III: symphyseal
rim7, each of "hich is characterized by five successi"ire ageing
characteristics. Each of the three components is scored separately on a scale from 0 to 5 and the total score is correlated '.ith 9-"! established age range • • • • The McKernStewart can be used eli th the aid of . • • illustrated components (Fig-cIre 53.2 /page 6/) or with a set of plastic
casts ~1hich sho'.l t.he saTle features somewhat more- ef'fectively
(Lallo notes:4).

fj.:

Descriptions of the characteristics of these component stages of development.,
B:JG. data for interpreting the values generated through tllis

I(
\.

II

scoringlt tech-

nique, can be found in HcKern and Stewart (1957) and are outlined by Lallo
(notes: :,).

1I.1though Bass feels that the McKern-Steliart system is "qu1.te

complicated and difficult for the unskilled to use" (1971: 156), I found that
the use of a set ot' casts sucr_ as mentioned abovemade application of this
technique fairly simple; that set was made available to me in the Cleveland

State University a.."lthropology lab, along with the skeletal materials

men~-

tioned aDove ..
There are, of course, some problems with this 8Jlalysis technique
well, as rtf th a..D.y other:
The McKern-Stewart technique is limited in that the changes
they describe are based upon observations of America"! males
a.."d thus are likely to yield unreliab'le results when applied
to female skeletons or other pOplllations. A second limitationof thi~ t:echnique is that th~,effective age range is only fro!!'..
17 to In years (Lallo notes:lJ.J.
Hi th respect to aboriginal populations., as mentioned above t"or the Todd
method, the second limitation of the McKer.!1-Ste Jart method may be of little
T

-73i!'!portfL'1.Ce; the :first, hOVleve!", is clearly of significance.
i~terpapulatiorlal

variations in skeletal

ele~ents

Sex-i.lal and

are often quite marked

-- and the former type of' va:::-iation is especially significant 'When cons ide::-ing a:::>..y a.s:pect o:f pelvic structure; sexual dimorphism of the l:n1illan pelviS-

is pronounced,

a~d

application of developmental data derived for one sex to

the pubic symphyses of the other may not be justified.
One final factor affects the usefulness of techniques for age determination from the pubic s~1TIphyses, at least for pre-historic (and probably
eaTly historic) burial populations:

the paired :pubic bones~ being the most

fragile bones of the pelvis 7 are quite often broken or crushed. by soil Qverburde~;

of course, brea.1tage tends ito

OCC7J.T

at tbe 1iea.."liest structural point,

which happens to be the area of sy:rrphyseal fusion, more often than not..

As

--

a case in point, it is relevant here to point out that onlv bne o:f the 1977

.

b~lrials,

1977-3, had pubic· elements sufficiently complete to attempt. an age

determina"t,ion from the syrrl~hysea1 faces (see _Appendix

rv,

inventories)o

To

add. insult. to injury, this individual has been identified as a female; thus r

the only burial which could be used to learn application of the two techniques
above ;,Tas also an ina:ppropriate subject for the secon-d (McKern-StelJlart)
Un~ortunately,

0

both available presentations of the Todd series standards

(Lallo notes: 5 -- Figure 53.1; Bass 1971: 156) ..ere dif:llicult to interpret
visually, and without clear comparative representations for references, the
descriptions offered for each phase were deCidedly unclear.

lack of experience with osteological

a~alysis

Once again,

was a telling ,,,eakness here.

Fortunately, 1977-3 is the most complete of the 1977 burials, and several
dLfrerent methods of' age determination could be applied to test for the accu-

racy of the pubic symphyses.

In order to outline the general path which

analysis of tie Eiden burials follo,\fed, the. findings for 1977-3 via applica-

tion of those different methods '.Jill be pres~nted fu').d discussed; since all

the burial analyses

follo~ed

the

sa~e

general format, this will be the only

such discussion presented here at a"1Y length.

Examination of the dentition of 1977-3 as to developmental stage revealed
that

er~ption

of all permanent teeth had occurred, suggesting an age of

approximately 21 years or more (see Broth~ell, 1972:59).

Fusion of the

secondary centers of vertebral nenral arches indicated post-pubescence; retention on the vertebral bones of ra.ised rtrirns, H a.nd of line·s of" f'usion .. sug-

gested an age belo'" 25 years (Lallc notes: 2).

The overall pest-cranial patte=

of epiphyseal fusion tended to be one of fairly complete closure, but
well-marked eptphyseal Ii.nes in most cases.
skeletan with ranges of

t~pi:physeal

~ith

Fusion of various parts of the

un:lon v:hose upper values are greater than

20 years of age (cf .. iliac epiphys'es; distal ti.bia-, etc.)

Vias

nct-iceably less

advanced than that for a.reas uniting at lower ages (cf. distal humerus, proxmal radius and ulna); averaging the valu-es for all epiphyseal areas resul-

ted in an estimate of 19+ years of age (see Brotlr"el1 1972:60, and inventory
sheets, B~rial 1977-3).

Finally, the sJ~physeal faces of the paired pubic

bones "ere examined according to the McKern~Stewart system (,-Tith the cautions
noted above kept in mind), with reference to both printed representations of
s;;~physeal components (Lalla notes: 6), and plastic casts (see above).

'fhe

total score arrived at placed 1977-3 in the18-2l age range, with the mean
age 01' that group at 19.79 years ("'0.85) (Lallo nates,g).

The values derived

from these four indices (dental, vertebral, epiphyseal, 8.:.'1.d symphyseal) 'Here
averaged, and a value of 19.8 years of 8€e was derived~

I}'hns-, the ph,ysio-

-75logical/s1-:eletal age
is recordi!d as

estiTl1.at~

~! 19-20

'aoted· on the in7entory sheets in 1-.ppendix IV

ye8.!"s. 11

This forma.t of age determination vas applied to all of" the 19TI burials,
although none of the other burials 'Were as complete as 1977-3; of" course,
the less complete a burial, and the fe"Ter the number of methods utiliza.ble,
the more tentative are the age ranges derived.

The values obtained through

my own analysis are presented on the inventory sheets in Appendix IV; com·
parison of theSe with those presented by Dr. Lal10 in the 1978 Eiden site
report (Brose and Bier ,191''3: Appendix IV) show that significant deviation· _"',
bet"een

OUJO

-t1w

sets of values occurs for only one burial, 19'(7-2. "The source

of the deviation ,·ras easily
this burial out

fOT

iden~i.fied.

Apparently ~ in the process of laying

invei.1.tory and fu"lalysis.t I railed to identiiJ.t the remains

of ·the pubj.c bones -- tbe main index in-J.ic2~t,:?d for aging 19TI-·2 (Lalla 1978: 64} •.

In '"the (apparent) absence of this criterion, the only method I could a:p:oly
that "ould yield a more specific 8£c estimate than "20+ years" (the upJEr
li::tit of epiphyseal closnrc; J3rothwell 1972: 60) involved identification of
the degree 8.c'1.d distribution of vertebral osteophytosis.

This is a method

proposed by T. Dale Ste-wart (1958; in J3ass 1971;19-20), ,~hich identifies the
amount of involvement and the intensity of the osteophytosis f"OT the lumbar,
thoracic a.."1d cervical vertebrae, respectively, and which is presented as a
series of reference graphs against which to measure S>."1Y particular burial.
There were a~ number cf problems vrhich arose when I attempted to emIlloy

Stewart's teChnique.

I found the graphs difficult to interpret, for one,

and was unsure of' hO':J to attack the problem of constructing similar graphs
,
i

"

-rOY

the Eiden population; in fact, constructing graphs of that kind for such

a small sample 'Has quickly recognizee]. to be, at best, inappropriate.

A sub-

-76jective ra"tln(;; scale of the intensity of of?teoarthritic hlvolvement in a
population is necessary bef'o!'e you can talk abont the same phenomeno!! for
any particular ir.:dividual, and there was clearly no way :for me -to derive

the Tormer.

Nevertheless, in the absence of other criteria, I ventured to

use Stewart's graphs, with impressively erroneous results.
Sex determinations for the Eiden 1977 burials were derived through the
same sort of mu1tifocal a.pproach

80S

were age dete=inations, although with

a decided preference for identifications from the pelvis, universally ack- ,

now1edged as the most dia.gnostic skeletal evidence of sex (cf. Bass 1971: 156).
Since sexing criteria. are generally !:'lore familiarly knmffi than are those :for
aging., they

wi~l

not be outltned here in any

detail~

It is perhaps

rest, n01-1eVer, to make note of one particular criterion that- I

ar

inte-

-had~pre-

viously been unaware of; that is,ll that Ilmeasurement of the maximum diemeter
of the het:<n o'f the h':J.merls and of' the femur is especially use:ful in sex

determination"

(Bass 1971: -21)..

pa:-ati ve; that is,

-5 ize

The usefulness of' this method is mostly coe-

a.1J.a robustici ty of these elements are compared-:wi th

those of other individuals of the

S&'Jle

population, preferably with indivi-

duals already sexed by more stringent means. . Such a comparative approach
was employed to j.dentify burials 1977-11 and 1977-12 as to sex; these were
compared '.Uh 1977-3 and 1977-'14, both of "hieh had previously been sexed by
reference to pubic criteria (see inventory nctes, Appendix

rv)o

Again, conparison of my a,".alysis results with those of Dr. Lal10 (1978)

show agreement for all but one of the adult burials (but see Notes, #4, at
end of text) -- 1977-12.
t~1e

basis

oi~

Since both determinations are noted as they are on

comparative measurements of the heads of the femora, it is unclear

where the error lies.

On the assumption that the· deviation is an artifact of

-77my inexperience) I have included this burial into the various tables below
as a male, although the inventory sheets for 1977-12 here included identify

the burial as a female (Appendix IV),

Since the unreliability of juvenile

sex determinations is well-krimm, it should be no surprise that the infant
burials 1977-4, 1977-6 and 1977-13 have not been so identified; 1977-1, idEmtified as an 8 year old child, has been tentatively sexed (despite the cooments noted, above) as a male, on the basis of certain pelvic characteristics
(see Lallo 1978: 62-63),

I t should be emphasized that this "identification"

is only a suggestion, and should not be given more significance than that
wou.ld warrant ..
Having outlined the method.s used to determine age

'(

(.

&"10.

sex :for indivi-

duals in the 1977 Eid.en burl a1 sa..-rrrple J this discussion will now tun! to a
p:J."'esentaticn of- the general

re~ul ts

of a.'1.alysis, and f"inallY:J discuss the

presence of' 6bserva()le pathologies in those burials..

Unless otherwise indi-

'cated., page: numbers _in parentheses will be references to Dr. Lallo's report

(1978: Appendix IV, pgs. 61-79), aIld references to the burial inventory :forms
inclnded in this report will be '::loted by

buriB~

number ~ in this form:

(IV, 1977-1).
Table VIII below presents the age end sex identi:fications deri ved
through this analysis for the thirteen excavated burials or the 1977 Eiden
archeological investigations,.

The basic forms o:t the age classes "Jere

modelled after those employed by Blank (1972:61) for discussions of age
distributions in the Bungart Series II burial collection, so that compariSons would be facilitated:

~ne

number of individuals identified for each

age class, and their probable sex, is noted for each category, and the
burials they repr,=sent are shown..

-78Ta:.ole VIII:

Age ane. Sex Identifications" 1977 Excavated 3urials
(After Blank, 1972:61)

#,

Age

Burial

Sex

3 (sex unknown)

Neonate/infant

#

1977-4, 1977-6, 1977-13

Early childhood (2 - 6)
Late childhood

(7 - 12)

Young adult (13 - 20)

1 male

1977-1

1 female

1977-3

1977-5

Adult:

21 -

2~

yrs

1 female

25' - 29

yrs

3 males

- 34

;Irs

30
{,

1977-8, 1977-11, 1977-12

35 .. 39 y:n3.
40

- 44

tt 5

-

1 male

yrs

1

1>9 yrs

ferrL~e,

1977-10
1 male

1";177-2,

1 female

GE 50 yrs
Total =

1977-9

1977-14

13

It should be noted that the Irfetaltl category of Blan...1{ls tables (see

above, pg. 4?) has been combined with "infa'1.t" here, since no apparent in

utero fetal renains were noted in the·1977

s&~ple,

but at least one --

1977-4 ~- may represent a death during parturition (see a-nove, and Dl, 1977-4),
and in any case is no more than three months (post-natal) old

(68).

Certa.in points which can be made in e.. ilisctl5Sion of these two sets of
da.ta are immediately obvious..

The infant mortality -represented in both

samples -is fa.irly high, with a coubined total of thirteen

indi~.~iduals

in

this category.; hov/ever, -the mortality rate for early childhood (2 to 6 years

-79old)

see:l1S

10. .1, and this group is not even represented in th2 lCJ77 sample.

Child mortality for both early and late childI.ood seems to be less than half
the infan.t mortality rate; combined totals :from the

t~.Jo

s8J.'1lple- populations

for these categories are six individuals for each (see pg. 47).
It is interesting that the mortality level for the category of 20 to
24 years of age should be so low, containing Oi1:LY two individuals.

Comparison

of this value with those for the two adjo:imiilg categories only' underscores"
the "young adult tl category has a combined total of eleven indi ....

this point:

viduals, and the "'.cult:
Table VIrI).

25 - 30 years old" categor-,f has 32 (see Table VI,

The figures would seem to suggest that this fi va-year period

in the typica.l Eiclen life cycle 'Was, for so:n.e reason or another, a
period.

tt

safeu

On. the ot!1er hand, it should probs()ly be noted that this age cate-

gory 'falls at the upper limit of

de~tal

eTIlption sequences and the lower

li!Ilit (for the m.ost part) of the pubic symphyseal metamorphosis sequence
(see discussion above of these sequences)., and as such Inay be the age group
most prone -Go errors of age classi:fication.

v.Jbatever reason there may be for

this drop in the population curve, it is a notable one.

The two age categories of "25 - 29 years" and "30 - 34 years" represent
the highest peaks of' the population mortality curve for Eiden.

This is per-

haps not surprising for a hunting/fishing popUlation such as that postulated
i~

Part I, for this age range

~culd

in general include both the most active

food procurers (especially male hunters) and those women entering into. the
latter half of their child-bearing years; it is in that hali: that health disorders

&~d

the dangers of pregnancy are most pronounced.

After this period,

mortality levels drop sig::1ifica'1.tly .for the two categories from

45 years of age (combined totals of 7 and

35 Jrears. to

6, respectively, for the two halves

of' that age range); this proba~l~' represents the red~ced dangers to. individu-

-80als past the child-bearing age, and possibly past t,he point: of active ps.rticipation in at least the more dangerous subsistence tasks ..

dictable rise in mortality for those 45 years

a~d

Finally, a pre-

older is clearly present.

It is u:lfcrtunate that the earlier analysis stopped at this age category,

for it wo"ld have been of interest to note whether or not individuals age
50 and over occur in any numbers.

A larger number of deaths for the "45

49 years old" category, such as is in evidence in Table VIII, would tend to
argue for a life expectancy limit at approximately this level; older individ:.lals wo:tld be rare..

.At this point, given the available inrormation for the

Series II burials, it

lS

i~poasible

to

ar~~e

for such

~~

interpretation, for

'-Ie Ca..'1110t rule out the possibility of clustering at a greater age.
.~

I •.

Table IX below presents the combined age and sex distribution for the

\i

analyze.ble Eiden burials,. as representeti in the Bungart Series II collection
and the 1977 burial sample..

Because of' the difficulties involved in at temp-

ting to oete:rmine sex fo::, sub-adults (see discussion above), those burials
included in T'3.ble IX represent only the adult burials of the. t-wo samples, a

total of '::39 indi ,;/iduals '"

Eleven in:tii viduals which could be identified as

adults and assigned a.s to sex, but whose ages could not accurately be determined, are included in this table in the category

lI

u!l..Ynown age. n

-81Tacle IX:

Ag,e/Sex Districntion, Eid.en Adults: 17(7 rata and
Bungart Collection Data Combined
(Bungert data :frot. B1.ank 1.912: 62)

Age

Male

-

Female

0

2

10

1.6

,

1.0

"

3

3

3

GE 45

(-

7

Unkno'Vn ege

0

"

5

20

25

24 yrs

29

- 34
35 - 39
40 - 44

Q

30

(

Total

43

=

'fotal

(48.31%)

=

46

(51.69M

The overall sex ratio has co;ne a. little closer to equality than \las evi-

dent for the Bungart burial series alone:

the percentage of males has risen

from 46.25';0 (see Table VI:47) to lf3.31%; women outnumber men by only 3 iniiividuals in the combined s8.:"uple.,

The sex ratios within each categor",f are

also quite bala'1ced, with approximately equal representations or the sexes
in each.

It is interesting to note that both or the individuals in the

"20 - 24 years old" category -- that group ,.,ith the surprisingly low mortality figure -- are identiried as females.

One is 1971-3, for whom the

proba"Jle cause of death (as has been argued above) can be identified as

" com-

plications occurring during childbirth;" i t would be interesting to knew, if

the same cause is a possibility

fo~

the other

individual~

Unfo~tunately,

I

-82Has une:~le to locate, i!l '~11e lists prov:Lderl by ?v!cKenzie, e-t ale

I), the burial this f'igu.re

r~presents;

(~972; Appendix

thus, it 1.jas not possible to aetermine

whether or not the individual in question was hnried with an infant, as vas.

1977-3.

The question as to why this age group is so significantly under-

represented in the Eiden burial population remains unans ....,ered~
JI.t this point in discussion it is perhaps important to note that a notion

such as Hunderrepresentation, H when employe d. in a discussion of popula.tion, is
based upon expectations for normal distribution curves that are only actualized
in

ext~~emely

de:nogra.phers.

large populations -- snch as those which are studied by popul.a.tion.

In fact, given the size of the Eiden population; a.s represented

DJ the combined 1977 &'1.d Bunge<. .rt Series II ccllections, it is somevhat inappro¥

prj. ate t.o discuss observable age and. sex distributions as though they could be
compared to a normal distributional

curv~e

:for population composition -- such

curves are based on populations often a hnnc..red times the size of the Eiden
s-8.Inple..

Tn paint of fact, the seeminly extraordinary drop -in mortality for

this age category of 20 to 24 years old may mean nothing more than a-lcrJ number
or individuals of those ages in the population in general.

For instance, we.

can account :for a population with fey 20 - 24-year-olds in it by postulating
a slight.1y higher infa.'>1t mortality during the time of tha.t cohort's irrfaney
due to (:for ex~~ple) a reasonably brief period of nutritional stress:

such a.

phenomenon would be masked (in our tables) prior to adulthood by the wider

age classes- (cf. 'Iyoung adult," a"'1 eight-year span), but might l12.ppear" twenty
years later in much the same for'll as that for the Eiden popUlation.
This is not intended as an argu.ment for e.. !Jre-existing -period of subs ist"!lce stress for the Eiden population, but rather as a hypotbetic3.l example

of ttle sort of phenomena '.Jnich account :for un3mooth fluctuations in the distributional curves of small-scale populations such

8...t vthat

at Eiden.

It is neces-

sary to keep in Bind, when da-'Joling in d.emographic reconstru:ctions from a

burial

populat,io~,

the very real limi tations upon the nse"fulness of' such no;..

tions as Hnormal distributions, II "atypical curves, tI and so on.

T~

attempt

application of these notions to analysis ofpopnlat.ions ;,hieh are "too small"
is perhaps tempting, but certainly inappropriate; it is surely preferable to
lose this particular tool for interpretation than to der1ve from it essentially
idealized hypotheses which may only serve to obscure the true picture.
Stature regressions were derived, by Blank (1972:65), for the Bllngart
Series II burials; in the 1977 sample, ho;,ever, only three individuals

(lTn-2, 1977-3, ,md 1977-14) had longbone rem"ins associated ,,-:ith them which
,{ere suffi.ciently complete to allow stature reconstruction..

'r2.ble

x.

presents

the data derived from. that re-constrnction, which woes accom.plished through the
a.pplication to the burials in question of -regression :rormulae presented by
Trotter and, Gle5e~ (1958:

in Angel 1977).

Since this information does not

signi'ficantly enhanee the a.isc'Ussion her,e' presented, Ira:ble X has been appended

to the end of Part II, rather than included in the text.
tion was the only_
number of reasons.
burials

1'01'

a'thropom~tric

Stature reconstruc-.

technique employed in this analysis, ror a

For one, time limitations on the availability of the 1977

analysis purposes were complicated. by the loss of quite a few days

,rorth of lab time, due to severe weather conditions during the month of Jauu:'
ary which closed down the roads, and Cleveland State itself.
for the limited use of anthropometric

teehn~que3

Another reason

was my awn feeling tha.t the

derivation of such data ;,ould be more appropriate to a level of analysis well
beyond that possible for me to pursue; my limited background in statistical

analysis, cO'lloined with a still-profound inexperience in osteoiLogical al1.alysis,
would have left me unable to adequately l11&nipulate those data.

Gi lien these

-34~eservat lc;.1.s,

&"'10 fortified by the opinior.. expressed by

.:rohn

Blank .in the

Eiden site report t!lat "m.any recent inves tigators have gone 'overboard t in
osteometric investigations • . .. osteometric l'P.easnrement should be utilized
to serve a specific purpose and should Dot be carried out for its OwLl sake rt
(1972: 66), I came- to the conclusion that analysis time eQuId more prof'itab1y
be spent in some other way.

Finally, the general state of the burials dis-

covered during· the 1977 season wCllld have necessitated a great deal of' expenditure of ti"!!1e and effo:rt in

r~construc·tion,

in order to

:fa.ci~itate

anthropometric. analysis; this 'Was a..71other factor in the decision to concentra.t~

TJ,pOn quali tati ve rather than quanti tati ve analysis.

Once "inventoried,

r

fl

aged'! and.

II

sexed, 11 the bu.rials

presence of ske10tal anomalies and pathologies..

~ter-e

examined .:for the

Identifications of these

types -of' phenomena 'ftlere made through references to E:rothl-lell (1972:

especi-

ally Ctapter V) and through ia:entif't~ations made by Dr. Lalla (personal
co:arr.tunic.a.tion); all observe,tiona were ree·oruea on the inventory sheets for
each burial (IV j

1977-1 through -14).

(~omparison of the results of my O'¥ln

analysis with those prese::lted in the .1978 Eiden site Teport (Lallo 19'73:
61-79), once laboratory wor], was completed, has aided interpretation.
S~eletal

burials.

anomalies, probably congenital in nature, were-noted in various

A fairly COll'.tnon occurrence '-!as of spina bifidia of tc.e cervical

vertebrae, which was noted in five individuals:

i977-1 (IV, -1); 1977-2

(IV, -2); 1977-3 (67; IV, -3); 1977-5 (IV, -5); and 1977-14
a.lso exhibited spina bifidia of the sacrll111 (67) .

malous trait in both 1977-1

(

a~d 1977~2

(rf,

-14)0

1977-3

The appearance of this ano-

suggests that the burial association

of these t,,'O individuals represents a biological rela.tionship, as well as
conteElporaneons deaths.
co~~on

It is interesting that 1977-3, intrus{ve into the

grave of 1977-1 and -2, also exhibits this trait; if a biological rela-

tionship ma:/ be assumed to exist, the intrusion of this third burial (!lith
its c031pailioi1. in:farrt. burial, 19,77-4) may repr.esent a deliberate introduction
of the individual
ge~ital

i~to

a common f'arrily grave..

If" simi1ar cluste!'s of con-'

traits could be identified. in the burial population as a whcle, there

would be grounds fer suggesting a burial patter:> .. ni"h included preferential
interment by family group.
Of course, the vertical displacement between these burials a..'ld the two
others (1977- 5 and 1977-14) in whom spina bif'idi a is observed argues for significR"lt temporal separation as well, a.t'1d the trait may therefore

repres~nt

only a eOlYlJ."nonly-occurrittg congenl tal anomaly which remains present in the

Eiden populat.ion over time.

Direct descent ca.'lTIot be dismissed, :-either, and.

in :fac-t; a hypothetical preferential pattern

fOT

inten!lent in f"amily burial

(
areas

¥I. Quid

help expJ_ain, in part, the spatial distributions of burials at

Ei"ien in general.
if i.nterpreted

1',vi th

Temporal cO!ltinui ty of such trait clu.sters, for exa'!tPle,
the use of' this model, would suggest longterm (generational)

oc:c1Jpation of the site ..
',lornU8.'1 bones of the cranium were noted at the occipital suture of
1977-5 (68), and at the la'ltbdoid sutures of' 1977-3 (IV, -3) and 1977-11.4-

(rv,

-14).

Shovel-shaped incisors were noted in 1977-1 (62-63;

rr,

-1),

1977-3 (Ill, -3), and 1977-5 (maxillary incisors only -- IV, -1),· As·aneasily
recognized congenital trait, shovel-shaped incisors have been sbawn to

v~f

in frequehcies of incidence that may range from about 15% for European populations to levels approaching (or exceeding) 80% in "Mongoloid" populations

(Brothwell 1972:113).

The frequency of incidence of' this trait in the Eiden

population could not be calculated here, for pertinent identifications are not

-36availa"ble fOT the Series II bUl*ials (Blank 1972).

r

~.-lould suggest tha.t exa mi

_

nation of those burials for the presence of this trait, and for that of spina
bifidia in particular, would be a worthwhile project in further analysis of
the Eiden materie..ls, for they are likely to occur in nunbers suf'ficient:; :for
discussion of the population as a whole, rather than of individuals alone.
A number of ot.'1er 8..'lOmalies, such as multiple foracuina (IV, 1977-3, 66;
IV, 1977-5), an unfused sternum body (IV, 1977-3), a perforated fossa, distal
right humerus, 1977-12 (IV, -12), etc., were identified in these burials, out
none were noted in tbe sa'TI.€ skeletal elements of' more than one ind.ividual.

No congenital deformities were noted_which would ha.ve involved disablement of
an.y particular individual.

Some dental 8.."lomalies were noted, such as super-

n:J.mera!"'y teeth (c:f. 1977-3, left mandibular p!'emolar':

IV_, - 3) and reten.tion

o-t' deciduot:.s d.entition d0spite eruption of the permanent teeth; f'or

-3) ~ the retention of the left maxillary deciduoDs
crowding of anterior

the dentition

wer~

teeth~

and so

OD"

1977-3

ca..~ine resulted in

No extreme morphological anoraalies of

noted "for a..ny burials ..

Observable dental pathologies were com~on.

Occlusal, buccal and/or

lingual caries of varying severity were noted for burials 1977-1 (62;
1977-3 (66; IV, -3), and 1977-5 (especial!.y:
maxillary premolal's, IV, - 5; 68-69).

L03S

rv,

-1),

interproximal caries of" left

of the left mandiimlar :first molar

of 1977-3, probably thro'lgh abscess or infection, resulted in slig,.'1t mandioular resorption and lateral movement of the adj oining teeth (66; IV, -3); for
1977-1, advanced infection resulting in a large abscess cavity and serious
dmnage to both right mandibular molars (deciduous dentition) Was quite pronou.nc~c.~

The infection seems to have begun in the decid!lous second molar and

to have spread into the jaw (62; II[, -1).

Enal'!1el hypoplasia lines were noted,

-87especiall J' 6n in~:Lsors,

burials 1977-3 and 1977-5 (Tv, -3,,- -5)"

fOT

Con.si-

c.eTa'ble mar:.dibula!" resorption and loss of dentition was noted for burials

1977-2 162; pT, -2), 1977-9 (72), and 1977-14 (73; IV, -14):
for instance, the only teeth
and lateral

in~isors,

E£.!.

in the latter,

lost before dea.th 'were the mandibular central

and the left maxillary premolars and right maxillary

first and second molars

(78).

Dental attrition was especially pronounced for

older adults in the sample, although observed in aLmost all burials, and was
generally more severe on anterior teeth (cf.

1977-9 -- 1978:72).

Preliminary results of studies of dental attrition and pathological
_~dena

development in four burial popula.tions -- Fort Ancient, glacial. k8.tue,

and Hopewell cultural groups -- were presented at the Chillicothe Hopewell

((

Conference (Marcil 9-12, 1978) by Dr~ Joseph J\ddington, a..'1d those :findings a:::-e
of sorne interest to interpre-tatibn of the Eiden dent.al pathologies..

The

pc>pulation of glacial l<a"l1le hunter/gatherers 1.jas noted. as exhibiting patterrlS

of severe abscessing a..'1.d dental 'attrition., especially of anterior dentition
(Addington 1978: pe-rsonal c01Th'TIunication); trlis co:-responds ra.ther closely with

\{hat can be -seen in the 1977 Eiden burial sample, as noted above.

In addi-

tion, enamel hypoplasia was noted for all four of the cultural gronE's stndied.
JI.ddington pointed out that there were indications that this condition (indicative of arrested enamel development due to dietar-J deficiencies of Vitamin D
(Ch&,ey and Ross

1971:220)

~ accompanied by widespread periostitiS

2f

the

longbones, was strongly suggestive of a subsistence emphasis on utilization
o~ fish (personal communication).

It

1.folJ~d

seem, in light of this information, that the dental attrition

patterns and pathological manifestations observed in the 1977 Eiden burial
s&~ple

lend support to the reconstructions presented in Part I of the probable

SUbsistence pa.ttern Tor that sit'e~

Blank has noted ~at attrition patterns in

-38the Bungac't Ser'ies II burials ttwas • • . most marKed in the incisors

H

(1972~ 72);

he also notes that premortem tooth loss fo r Eiden adults Was especially severe

(1972:74), and, as with the population of the<Libben site,
loss of posterior rather than anterior teeth (1972:72).
that the

in~idences

frequency (1972:80),

\1a5

generally the

He notes, however,

of alveolar abscessing and of de':1tal caries were low in

and

this does not seem to be the case with the 1977 burials.

The deviation here may be a result of variance bettleen subjective judgements of
"severity" of

pat.~ology

rather tha.."1 representing any real

di:rferenc~s

betveen

tho two Eiden collections; only a direct comparison of the two can <clarify

this point.

In either case, the attrition patterns a..-roe similar, and -- if'

Addington's suggestions can be applied here -- indicative of a subsistence
strategy such as that suggested in tbis paper for the Eiden site.
ActnalJy, this assertIon of agreement between the faunal assemblage and
the huma1 burial population has jumpeh. the g!.tn.1 -for it has not yet been shown

that the enamel hypoplasia observed is in association ,,!i th marked degrees of"
post-crartial

p~riostitis..

Periostitis is

8.

condition involving in:fla-nInation

of the cortical tissues of bone (Broth'le1l 1972:134), appearing in the form of
striations &~d roughening resulting fyom bone remodelling (Lallo 1978:personal
communication).

The severity of infection involved can be determined not

only by the degree of alteration involved, but by progressive spread throughout. the skeleton; periostitis is most often exhibited first in the longbones
of the legs.1 szld progresses by appearances in the upper limbs -' followed by

spreading of the infection to other skeletal elements (Lallo, personal conrnunication) .
In order to most accurately determ.ine the degree of periostitic inflammation actually present in the Eiden burials, and to avoid a source of pos-

sible snc,jective bias, all references to the presence of' periostitis in the

discussion below 'OJere dra1.;n from Dr. Lallo's analysis report (1978:61-79)
rather

thaIl

from

~y Olln..

Numbers in parentheses are pages of that report ..

Periosti tis ~fas noted in burials 1977-2 through -6, -9 through -12, and

-13.

"lild to moderate forms of this inflammation were noted on the following:

the left humerus of 1977-2 (65); both tibiae of 1977-3 (67); the left humerns
of 1977-4; the left femur of 1977-5 (69); both humeri, ulnae, tibiae and
femora of 19"(7-6 (70-71); for 1977-9, both ulnae, femora, and the left humerus

(73); 1977-10, bot" tibiae (74); 1977-11, both longbones of the lower limbs
(78'::79).

Heavy periostitic involvement was noted for:

tibiae and fibulae,

1977-9 (73); right femur and fibula, left tibia of 1977-5 (69); both femora,
1977-3 (67).

As noted above, 1977-3 ~md 1977-5 ,;ere the two burialS in which

clear evide::1ce vas -round of ena..-nel hypoplasia; for most of the remaining

burials, especially adults, dentp~ pathologies of other kinds and/or significant loss of d.enti tion !nay obscure evidence of this enamel disorder.

Of cou?se, conclusive statements based upon

~

correspendence of this

natrJre for only two individuals would be (to state the case mildly) completely
inappropriate :for the Bungart Series II burials; Blank notes only seventeen

cases of pathological conditions, none of which
mation (1972: 66).

repre~ents

periostitic inflam-

There is even some question as to hO'.O' accessible such a

condi tion m.ight be to vis71al analysis of' those burial materials:

mapy of the

specimens were coated with varnish, removal of which proved to be more time-

consu;lling than was thought ,;orthwhile (1972}55t and this coating could con~
ceivably obscure the mild roughening and striations diagnostic of' periost.itis.
In &'1Y case, the information presented above can only suggest that correspon_

dences of the Eiden skeletal pathologies to those predicted by Addington do

-90occur; only furtr:er

a~alysis,

ei ther

'~-lit!l

other buria,l recoveries i:c.

t'~le

D..p-

coming season or thrc;ugh a patient re-exarr..inat.ion of the -BiLt'1.gart collection"
will provide a large enough. body of

da~a

too test this possibility_.

It number of other disorders ?elated to dietary deficiencies were noted

in the 1977 Eiden burial collection.

Osteomalacia, a "disease of adults.

..

similar to rickets" (Brothwe11 1972:160) can be caused by Vitamin D deficiency
(1972:160); it is noted for at least r"o burials, #1977-2 3.."ld -ll (Lallo 1978:
Porotic hyperostosis (osteoporosis), noted in the eye orbits of the
infant burial 1977-13 (IV, -13; 61), has been suggested as a result of avitamin-

osis (Broth:well 1972: 160).

Other t;y-p;; s of osteoporotic infections, invol.ving

especially ect.ocranial pitting of cranial bones, 'fere noted in burials 1977-1
(

throug.1 -3, -5, -9, F...nd

_lh~

ri'2kets, 'hTas aated. i13 burial

Cra.."'lial '!bossing,H a diagnostic feature of

1977-1 (62), 1977-3 (66»

and

1977-5 (6g).

Rickets, of course, is caused by s:ignificant vitamin D deficiency, which

in terferes vri th deposi ticn of calcium in bone (Chaney and Ross .1971: 2l9).
The comrilon underlying factor of all the observable pathologies of the
1977 Eid.en burials, therefore: seems to relate to Vita.>nin D deficiencies in
the diet of that population..

Not only are most of the skeletal disorders

noted here so caused, but the high rates of dental loss, attrition,

~~d

decay

as well as extreme mandibular resorption in older individuals (see abo,e)
can probably also be interpreted in this light.; The inability of the bones

and teeth to retain sufficient levels of calcium, which is a result of avita.:."!linosis D, can be predicted to have just these sorts of ef"fects.

Since most

of the pathologies noted are not severe enough to indicate prolonged and
s~rious

deprivation, however, it is probably reasonable to assume that these

effects are the r"'3ults of fairly infrequent periods of moderate levels of

-91nutritional stress.

It is interesting that the two individuals in

w~ich

the

conoined ef'fects of this deficiency are :nost p:ronounced are 1977-3 a"'ld 1977-5;

both are young females (approximately 19 arrd 22 years old, respecti nly:

-3, -5) associated with infant burials.
~~ese

IV,

It has been snggested above that

individuals may have died as a result of the trauma of parturition; if

this is in fact the case,. these burials most probably represent victims of
the intensification· of nutritional stress

co~~on

during pregnancy.

It should

be noted in this context that 197'7-6, the infant associated with 197'7-5,
shoW's significant periostitic infection of all longbones (Lallo 1978:70-71)
and -this may reflect in utero

depri~lation

or Vit&'1lin D. . _ Likewise, although

the evidence is slightly less clear (due to significaat erosion dar:tage), the
infarrt 1977~4 (associated.~..tith 1977-3)

C

Sh01,.tS

periostitic infection as well (68)._

This discv.ssion has outlined the general characteristics of the popu-

lation represented by the 1977 Eiden burials, and presented some arguments

i'or the probable sources of' pathologies present in those. mat erials.

In Part

III, these observations will be synthesized with those of Part I, brief"ly,
and THith an eye to the causal links between subsistence strategies and skeletal

pathologies.

-92Table X:

Sta.ture Regressiorl3, Burials #1977-2, 1977-3, 19 n_4
(Basic regressIon formulae i'rom Trotter p...D.d GIeser 1958
r

in Angel 1977)
fem ::::: femur; tib :: tibia; hum. ;:

~'!hi te

ferJales:

(A) 2.47

hu~ertls

+ 51+.. 10

fem

(E) 2.90 tib + 61.53
(e) 3.36 hum + 57.97

+ 57.76
"" + 53.29
r..L...-)
+ ......

(D) !f.27 ulna
(E) 1.39 (fern
(F) 1.35

hUll

+ 1.95 tib + 52.77

.17 fem
(Gl 0.68 hom + 1 ........
+ l .. 15 tib + 50.12
;

BlacK females:

I,A)'

2 .. 2·g .fen::: +

59.76

(E) 2.4~ tib +

72.65

I,,)
3~
\ ,.' I

0':.1 hum + 64 . 67

(D)

3.31

ulna +

(E)

1.53

fe!I1 +

75.33

0.96 tib + 58-.51+

(F) 1.08 huP.l + 1. 79 tic + 62.80
(0) No f'or!'nula.1 fem + tib + hurn

B'~rial

#

Bone

Length (cm. )

1977-2

Left humerrJ.s
Right humerus
Left ulna
Right ulna

31.5
31.8
25.6
25. 4

1977-3

Left femar
Rignt femur
L-eft tibia.
Right tibia

42.3 em.
42.2
36.1
35.8

Left femur
Le±"'t tibia
Left humerus

1>2.7 em ..
3h .9
28.5

1977-14

em ..

-93BD.rial

JL
ir

Formula
--

1977:-2

\-lbi te

Left:
Right:

C

Left:

D

Right:

A.v.

1977-3

nt.
A

Left:
Right:

B

Left:

E

Right:
Left:
Right:

Av. ht.

1977-14

--

~

A
B
C
E
F
G

((

Av. ht,. =

Left:
Left:

Left:

163.81
164.82
167.07
166.22
165.48
158.58
158;33
166.22
165.35
I62.1S
161.62
162.05

eEl.

161,,06

Left:

159.30

eill.

,,~

-'"~"

166r32 cm.

156.20
155.98
161.10
160.36
157.92
157.47
158.1.7 .em ..
157 .. ,12

158.16
152.45
157.38
156.05

159·59

159 . 33

Y(2.lw em.

173.32
160.12
159.45

159.57
162.74
153.73

Left:
Let't:

Black.

CE:!.

156.23

CIT!"

Part Three:

Conclusions am. Predictior--s

Part I of thi3

pape·~

"Jlage f:-01;". EidEr!, and
subsis"t<en-_~e
asse~hlage.

pa~.:,teyr:.s

has pres2n-:'ed

so~ne s~lg3e3tions

8.

e~s

d.i:.;.cussicn of the 1977
t::)

fe.~Jnal

S.3S2m-

reconstrnctic?1 or tIle probable

of the- Eidei:1 population, based upon an21ysis of -th3.t

It has been suggeste¢t that the people of Eiden

inhabitants, and that this sedentism

"t{~S

wer~

year-rolJ.nd

permttted by a seasonal :rcnnd of exploi-

tation of :faunal resou:"ces, with little: or no dependence upon utilization of

cultigens.

It has been noted that Eiden has yielded, thus

.... ,

:r~

no evidence

cf maize cultivation, despite the fairly late date proposed :for the (terminal)
Late ~';oo(11a:1d o~cupatiorr; the "apparent" lack of ev'idence for horti(!ultnre has
been

sr~ggested

to be an actual lack, a:c0 it has been p::-edi·:!ted. that no indi-

cations of significant utiliza.tioli of cYlltigens ,·rill ::;e found during future

{

archeological investigaticrls a"': Elden ..

(

A seasonally inteasi-I.-re patte?:'u of' r.:onCE"ltrat-l.o!!. has- ceen

selective fishing, with the
and the
~o

latte~

fo~er

otl~lin~d":

prec1o:ninating in the fall ann wirJ-ter seasons

of grea"test importance

i~

sprir!.g and.

StL~r:ler

r:1onths..

Although

strict 8.::1d mnbJ.ally excl:tsive patte:!'n of 3,lternatio:J. neee be implied :?or

these two concentrations, the overle.p of either subsistence strategy into

the season of the other (such a.s would be represented by summer season hunting
of CerJidae) ~ould be curtailed. by the environmental const!"aints on each:
f~eezing

the

of river) creek and la...1.ce ma.king fish difficult to procure in winter,

though abundant i:1 surrmer and spring; the vider dispersal of' Cervidae" raccoons,

a."1d turkey i::l warmer seasons making procurement of· the.se resources far less
producti ve than during the 'linter

mor:.t~s.

It !las been suggested in P~t

r

(and ~ (3)) t~at mOTe detailed atten-

tiori -to certai:1 lric.i!"ect forms of e".ddence, such as IJIBnt residues on cera.1'!1ic

-95a:J.d flint 'artifacts"
obtain~d t[.rO'lg~'1

etc~

-' miGht be a

flotation techniques,

~2ans

of bolsterinf any floral e"'ridence

inr:ts?!lu~h

1>lhet1:1e:':"' or not the ~rese?J.~e of -~my tfutilizable
exploitation in s't10siste:lce..

that

th~re

ff

as

s~eL

e7idence would clarify

plant actt~ally inaicat:.es its

It has also 'been t-he

~cnclusion

of this writer

must be strict vertical spatial control of excavations to be

con~

due-ted at Eiden in. the future, for (as has been brie£'ly noted in Pa:::'t II)
there are clear indications in both the faun.al and !1U!'1M asse!l1blages that the

Eiden site Is multi-c:o!7!ponent.

The proolems of analysis which arose :from poor

separati.on of fa:l!1a.l remains can only be corrected by a more rigorous control
of" stratigraphic units; t:1e work done :Ln a""lalysis or the 1977 exca.vation as-

gra;phi,:- ana1Y3es presented by Ms., !..eti tis. Shapiro elsev:!1ere, shculd provide

{

cl~ar r~lidelines

for obtaining snell cOl'!trol -- a.s "1!ell

tiO:1 for cna.-ci::1g the

ef:fort~

8.5

providing just:tfica-

If Ei.den is in :'a.ct a mUlti-component non-

horticultural sede:1tary occupation site; ·..,tth a pcpnlati.on of hunter/fisher/
gatherers

30

late in the L-9.te 1.rocdla.'1c period, the!:! its i!J.pcr t;3.'1ce for inter-

1?J:'etation of' Late Woodlar. .d cultural history in the

basin

c~~not

so.,.~t'herrr

Lake Erie drainage

be overlooked.

It has been noted that

disturban~es

of' tbe site are sig:1ifica"1.t, but

there are ntJ.Inerons indications throughout the field records

or

the 1977 exca-

vations that a substantial part ',of this site may remain uncistnrbed...

As has

been argued in Part II above, it is apparent that the "estern linits at least
of the burial area have not yet been defined, and it is he:re suggested that

strict stra.;tigrap:hic control of test U:li ts, eve:! in. the areas ass"ll!TIed to be
c.isturbed, will provide significant supportive evidence fo:, the Unulti .... co::r..ponent

hypothesis" discussed here and elsewhe:::-e (see Brose and Bier 1978) ..

It has

-96bee:) noted i::1 tbis

repOl~t

that SO!!1e suer::

·str3:tigl"2~phi~

separation is inci-

burial assemblages) already removed from the site.
Par""':: II of this :paper presents some arguments which suggest that the
burial

pOj)u.l.a~cion

recovered from Eiden in 1977 exhibits skeletal. and dental

pathologies related to nutritional stress;

~ore s~ecificallYJ

that moderate

and/o:!"" periodic c_eficiencies of. Vitamin D in the Eiden diet are indicated ..

Some general discussion has already been presented on the ree:cnstructive
in~plications

oT" these observations, bu.t it- remains to tie

tog~ther

the two

area.s of' analyses presented here ..
rr~~e

be3t sources for Vi-ta.:'!in D in

8.:ty

diet are da.il·Y

a.~~ certain '?-egetables; grains, mea.t, poultry and fish

('

p:rodu.~ts,

u are

:fruits,

among the poo.rest

sorJTCeS" (Cl"!aae:' ar~.d Ross 1971: 135) of calciv.:x. a.1<J.d Vitamin D, although the
1i vcr Qils of 80r1~ fish c::tn 1)e pote~t 30urces of the latter (J.971: 221) c
diet

''!;"hic~1

concentrates heavily upon

g:'.:"~..ins

or animal protein

~{111

A

tenc. to

pToduce n:.ltrittonal stresses (resttltin3 in Vitamtn D deficieney pathologies)

when othel"' en7ironme!ltal/subsistence factor;;:: prevent inclnsion of' vegetable
materials in-t.o the diet.
stressful
t~\,e

ti~e

At Eiden., it seemS reasonable to arg-v.e thai; the most

of' the year -- in terms of avitaminosis D -- i>7oulcl have been

winter season, vrhen t!1e ava.ilability of appropriate plant sources of" thi's

vitat!lin ·,rould have been min1!"lal, and the availability of' fish (specifically,
of fish liver oils) ,,,auld have been significantly curtailed as ..ell.

Indee<'"

this situation would probably have obtained for the Eiden population even if
storage techniques such a.s smoking and/or drying o£'" :fish made those species
a.vailable p.T"otein SOTJrces in the vinter mont.hs!

VitaP,li!1 D

and all otner

vitai1lins -- is quickly lost in heat :processing, and breaks down rapidly vrith

-97exposure.
Throughout tfiis analysis_, it has been suggested. that
already

a~raiJ.able

th~

J1!aterials

:for analysis of the Eiden site aTe 8. :9otentially rich

sonrce of interpretive ini'orTIl.a.tion.

Tr:~

problecrs most obvious -fo!" these

sorts of' endeavors are related to the relatively inexact stra.tigraphic and

horizontal spatial controls

of

these samples.

It has been suggested that

strict controls employed in f'u,.ther excavation may allow more detailed and
more accurate

ana1~rsis

of" pre-existing assemblages from this site.

the hope of this author tta. t SQch pre1ictions

Eiden stte wIll help

il1~.vninate

v,y ill

prove

t'r~e,

It is

ana that the

the general picture of La.te 'tToodland -occu-

pations in the sou,thern Lakp. Frie

dt'ai~a.ge

basin.

-i-

(
Notes:
(1)

The siding of drum otoliths in the 1977 assemblage ;;as a fairly simple opere.tion, for the otoliths are Hengraved

lt

with a characteristic shape consisting

of a somewhat square "head" and a "tail" >rhich has a right-=gle bend at the
bottom.

The direction in which this tail bent was used to determine sided-

ness, although those otoliths classed as "right" are not here assumed to be
from the right ears of drum and vice versa; that is, although the otoliths
were clearly "sided," it was not possible to determine which side

waS ....hich.

(My thanks to Dr. Harren Ualker, for his advice in this process.)
(2)

The areas in question include:

the 4 by 3 meter "superunit," N505-8!E507-11;

N525/E51O, a 2 by 2 meter unit; ,,.,d N538-44/E5l0, a hand-excavated trench.

((
(3)

A number of indirect means of determining subsistence exploitatioh of floral
species have been proposed, and may pro7e to be useful means, ultimately, of
accessing data otherwise unavailable from archeological sites.

Joseph Adding-

ton (personal communication) has pointed out that ceramic fragments may have
cooking residues on them, and that this may

a.1l~~

educated speculation on the

types of food prepared, etc.; he recommends that all ceramic artifacts be
left un.... ashed until such evidence is taken into consideration.

Frederick L.

Briuer (1976) has determined that microscopic identification of organic residues can be made on utilized edges of flint tools, with threecmajor foci of
examination:

(1) identification of characteristic wear patterns ....hieh can be

linked to causal factors including specifi'c kinds of tool use (cf. Keeley,
1974; Nance, 1970); (2) "identification of mOl?hologically distinct plant
parts" (478), plant residues of specific types indicative of function; B-nd (3)
use of chemical reagents for botanical B-'1alysis. (l976: 478).

These app.roaches,

-ii-

he feels, wtll allow ideuti.fication of the lise of tools i'or pla.'1t food. processing as well as butchering an'} so or.

(482-483).

Again, as does Addington, he

urges that artiracts be examined for such residues
place

(483),

be~ore

any washing takes

fo~ although microwear patterns may not be affected· by scrubbing,

the residues of materials on ;Ihieh the tools were used will be lost.

(4)

I t should be noted that information noted in the

for 'burial

1977-7

seems to be in error:

1978

site report (Lallo

1978: 71)

the burial has been sexed, apparently

on the basis of comparative analyses of three foot bones; however, field notes
for this burial indicate that no foot bones were removed from the grave pit.
It seems possible that this is a transcription error, since the same information is entered for

#1977-8 (1978:71-72),

and both field notes and my own

inventor)" sheets (see Appendix IV for the latter) verif'y the existence of" these
foot bones (ta.lus,. three metatarsals 7 and one phalanx of the left -foot) for
this latter burial ..
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